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Letter from the editors . . .
The value of having a good teacher is something we come
back to frequently in beekeeping, something that can't be replaced by other forms of learning. We are a social species after
all - much of our learning was meant to happen in a cooperative setting. Good teachers are not only essential sources of
information, guidance, and encouragement; the very best ones
have the ability to bridge disciplines and bring elements into
the conversation that aren't anticipated, and that foster ideas
and creativity.
When I was in school, I had the good fortune of having a
course recommended to me that I would not otherwise have
taken. I was a science major, and after a few years was missing
the comparative freedom and flexibility of the arts. The course
that I took was in Landscape Geography, and the teacher was
that rare breed of smarts, passion, compassion, and rebelliousness that gets many a student through tough times. He made
the effort to connect with his students - he got to know each of
us individually, and knew how to channel our talents. We were
given interesting projects, sent out into the real world to research them, and had the freedom to fuse the arts and sciences
that wasn't encouraged or even permitted in most courses. In
one of our first classes, he spoke about his work in Waterton
National Park in Alberta, and how nature in its essence is actually rather brutal - no point assuming otherwise, no point assuming we might tame it in any way. He referenced it with a
bit of poetry - 'Nature red in tooth and claw' - and challenged
us to go out and find who wrote it. I don't believe that most
of the students bothered to look, but I did, and that was back
before you could google it. Having a 'science' teacher send you
into the poetry stack is quite thrilling, and it didn't take me
long to find it. There is a pure physical pleasure involved in
libraries, in research using real books - that can't be found on
the internet.
We've got many teachers in our midst, and often don't even
recognize them as such. Those of us who have ideas, whether
they are realistic or not, and are brave enough to share them,

teach us to open our minds
and even to enhance those
ideas. In our current issue
we invited Sara Huynh, who
is in the Master of Architecture program at UBC to share her
ideas about creating islands of habitat in urban settings. She
has introduced creativity and utility into her discipline, and
her vision as applied to the suburbs could make those spaces
healthier and more interesting.
Also sharing some ideas is Garret Wilkinson of the Richmond Beekeepers Association, who's got some things to say
about locally adapted populations of honey bees. These ideas
aren't necessarily new - there are a few of us that have been
thinking along these lines for some time, but it is good to have
these notions reinforced. His suggestions for what our various
bee clubs could do with them are promising and can be built
upon.
Researchers in our province and across Canada are paying
attention to what the bees have to teach them, and some of their
most recent findings are here. Another example of the power of
bridging disciplines, for many of us ask what science has to
teach us? These kind and hardworking people are unwrapping
the inner workings of bees for our benefit, and this information
will affect our beekeeping practices in the years to come.
Our dedicated veterans have been hard at work teaching
others this summer, as usual, and we have a few reports about
courses given and outreach undertaken. It seems that more and
more are taking part, and our Association and its members are
doing much to open minds and educate folks in the communities around them.
The AGM and Conference committee is once again working hard to give us a good forum for sharing ideas and innovations, and there are bound to be some surprises too. We're looking forward to seeing you there! In the meantime, the fireweed
is in full bloom up here, and those flowers are abuzz! Best of
luck for a great honey harvest and healthy, happy bees. ❀
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Our cover story: Jon sent us this photo of one of his yards,
framed by a rainbow - we weren't sure if it would come out
upon printing but chose it anyway, as it is a pretty shot. The
many pots (boxes?) of gold we all hope for...looks like a
lovely spot for bees.

www.medivet.ca
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From the President
Well summer showed up at 3 pm, Tuesday afternoon on the 3rd of July. At 11am I was
making sugar syrup to feed starving colonies. What can I say? Looks like we may salvage at
least half of the blackberry flow & it keeps looking better.
Everything is in pollination, so now it’s on to getting the mountain yards ready for the
fireweed crop.
Kamloops is working hard on the AGM, so let’s help them out by registering early & booking the rooms. I understand that Kelowna has also stepped forward for next year.
Gerry congratulated me on my last report for not being too long-winded & so he should
also like this one.
THE FLOW IS ON & I hope your hives are ready to capitalize on it. After last year we
really need a good crop. Best of luck with your AG Fairs as they start soon or already are in
progress.
I hope you get a bumper crop. ❀

Stan Reist
BCHPA President

ELECTION NOTICE
The BCHPA is seeking candidates for its Executive to be elected at our
Annual General Meeting in Kamloops, Friday, November 9, 2012
Positions open are:
President, Treasurer and CHC Representative
If you are interested in putting your name forward please contact
Nominations Chair Blaine Hardie at 250-746-4389 bjhardie@shaw.ca
D&G supports Canadian manufacturers!

jenny@dominiongrimm.ca
www.dominiongrimm.ca
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Honey
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weddings!
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FORGET!

Paper Hang Tags

Meile Jars, Printed Tubs,
Plastic Bears and Upside
Down Squeeze with
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Beekeepers &
Farm Supervisor Required

4 experienced beekeepers
wanted for
January 15 - November 15, 2013,
and 1 honeybee
farm supervisor on a permanent
full-time basis starting January 1st 2013.
Preference will be given to candidates with
queen rearing experience.
Hourly pay rate $13 - $20,
depending on experience.
Send resumes to
Manager, Honeyland Canada Inc.
Visit our “full” Service Honey Bee Country Store
Complete beekeeping equipment & supplies, queens,
nucs and top quality hive products. Honeyland also
offers year round farm tours, pollination, courses,
seminars, and a beekeeping consulting service.
Open Tuesday – Sunday 10:00 am-5:00pm

Honeyland Canada

17617 Ford Road , Pitt Meadows, BC V3Y 1Z1
604-460-8889 • Fax: 604-460-8887
Toll Free 1-877-460-8889
Email: info@HoneylandCanada.com
www.HoneylandCanada.com
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Beelines
News from the Ministry of Agriculture
PAUL VAN WESTENDORP, Manager, BCMA Apiculture Program
Winter Colony Mortality Survey
This spring, we carried out the annual Winter Colony Mortality Survey by contacting commercial beekeepers in various
regions of the province. We had high expectations of good wintering results because at the semi-annual meeting at Kamloops
in March, beekeepers had reported excellent wintering results
with only single-digit losses. Perhaps the optimism was premature because the spring survey in May produced disappointing
results, as shown in the table below. Please note that the sample
size was small and the results are mere estimates:
Region
Vancouver Island
Fraser Valley
Okanagan
Kootenays
Columbia-Cariboo

Winter Mortality (%)
64%
21%
14%
10%
16%

BC

27%

There was insufficient data from other regions to determine
their winter mortality but the data we did receive suggests that
Vancouver Island beekeepers experienced significant winter
losses. As a result, the provincial average rose to 27%. Without
Vancouver Island, winter colony losses throughout the province were considered normal and within long-term averages.
It remains unclear what causes are responsible for the persistent high losses on Vancouver Island. It is worth noting
that the majority of beekeepers in all regions identified “poor
queens” as the primary cause of colony failure. The second
most common cause was “starvation”, followed by “ineffective mite control” and “poor weather”. If indeed poor queens
are the primary cause of winter colony failure, there are good
remedial opportunities. A future survey may need to define the
term “poor queens”. We continue to carry out bee disease surveys throughout the year, and provide comprehensive laboratory diagnostic services of bee diseases at our lab, as part of
our efforts to work cooperatively with beekeepers to support
apiarian health in British Columbia.
Colony Theft
A large scale bee theft has been reported in the Fraser Valley recently. What made this instance different from other reported thefts is not only the size but also how the theft has been
carried out. Instead of loading entire colonies or boxes onto a
truck, only brood and honey frames were removed. As a result,
nothing appeared to be missing or wrong with the colonies initially until the owner came to check his colonies. A similar theft
had been reported in the Grande Prairie area earlier in the year.
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Obviously, a knowledgeable beekeeper is involved. The Fraser
Valley case remains under investigation.
It is unsettling to know that a fellow beekeeper is stealing
bees and equipment from other beekeepers. However, beekeepers can take steps that help to reduce the risk of theft and vandalism which include:
Mark beekeeping equipment including top bars such as
branding or micro-chips,
Select apiaries that are behind lockable gates, fences and
proximity to farm houses,
Maintain close contact with farmers and landowners to report when you will visit the apiary, and who will contact you if
there is unusual or unexpected activity.
Polish Government Bans Use of Monsanto MON810 Corn
The Polish government recently placed a ban on the use
of Monsanto’s MON810 corn variety after Polish beekeepers
claimed that the genetically-modified corn was killing their
colonies. I am puzzled (and so are many others in the scientific
community) about this decision.
This particular GM-corn has genetic material added to its
genes from the common soil bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis (aka Bt). The sole reason of the development of this corn
variety was to provide a better, environmentally friendly, and
cost effective way to control the very destructive Corn Borer.
The traditional and conventional corn varieties required farmers to apply ‘hard’ chemicals repeatedly and in larger volumes
throughout the growing season to control the pest which had
significant environmental consequences on water ways, soil
contamination and affected a broad range of insects including
bees.
MON810 corn variety acts very specifically on lepidopterans (butterflies and moths) whose immature stages feed on
corn. When Bt is ingested and enters the gastro-intestinal tract
of lepidopteran larvae, their alkaline digestive system causes
the bacteria to sporulate whereby crystals are formed. These
crystals scour the intestinal wall of the larvae causing internal
bleeding. The pest will stop feeding or die and reproduction is
prevented.
Bees and pollinators in general, are not affected by Bt because their intestinal environment is acidic. Furthermore, bees
don’t ingest corn tissue directly other than incidental collection
of pollen. While the pollen may also contain the Bt-gene material, its pathway from collection, storage, to consumption will
not affect the bees or any other pollinators. You may be interested to know that “Bt” is a biological control product and one

of very few pest control products approved for use in organic
farming!
I am not promoting the use of GM-corn but I think it is
important to separate legitimate concerns from emotive arguments and recognize the science behind it.
PMRA to Re-Evaluate Neonicotinoids
On June 12, Health Canada’s Pest Management Regulatory Agency (PMRA) announced its decision to re-evaluate
the registration of the neonicotinoids insecticides, clothianidin
and thiamethoxam in addition to imidacloprid which is already
being re-evaluated. In its press release PMRA stated that “the
re-evaluation of this cluster of active ingredients will focus on
resolving issues related to environmental risk; in particular,
the potential for effects of nitro-guanidine neonicotinoids on
pollinators in light of changes in the information required and
global updates to the pollinator risk assessment framework.
This re-evaluation will consider all agricultural uses of nitroguanidine neonicotinoid insecticides including soil applications, seed treatment, as well as foliar and greenhouse uses”.
In light of the ongoing claims about the impact of neonicotinoids on pollinators, PMRA will be collaborating with international partners to develop additional data requirements and
risk assessment methodologies so that none of these products
pose an unacceptable risk. If evidence becomes available that
these neonicotinoids pose unacceptable risks, PMRA will take
appropriate regulatory action.
EPA Does Not Suspend Clothianidin Registration
To highlight the ongoing controversy surrounding neonicotinoids, the US’s Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
recently released its decision that it will NOT suspend the registration of clothianidin in response to a request made by US
beekeepers. The release states that:
'The EPA is denying a petition requesting emergency suspension of clothianidin based on imminent hazard. The agency
will, however, be taking comment from the public for 60 days
on the petition’s request for cancellation of clothianidin. The
agency received the petition from a group of beekeepers, Beyond Pesticides, Pesticide Action Network of North America
and others on March 20, 2012. The petition alleges that clothianidin poses an “imminent hazard,” requiring swift regulatory action to protect bees. After considering the petition and
the supporting information, the EPA is denying the request to
suspend clothianidin use because the petition fails to show that
an imminent hazard to bees exists. Under the FIFRA standard,
suspension is appropriate only if there exists a substantial likelihood of serious, imminent harm. Having reviewed the petition and supporting information, the EPA does not believe
there is a substantial likelihood of imminent serious harm from
the use of clothianidin. Specifically, the EPA does not believe
the petition demonstrates that the use of clothianidin is causing
or will cause:
• significant reduction in populations of domestic bees or
native pollinators,
• significant decreases in honey production,
• serious effects on other agricultural systems as a result of
decreases in pollination services or,
• a reduction in pollination of wild plants in a way that may
alter ecosystems.

EPA is continuing its comprehensive scientific evaluation
on all the neonicotinoid pesticides, including clothianidin. This
extensive review will determine if any restrictions are necessary to protect people, the environment, or pollinators. Also, in
September, EPA will seek independent scientific peer review
on how to better assess the risks of pesticides to pollinators.
This effort will improve our understanding and strengthen the
scientific and regulatory process to protect honey bees and
other pollinators.'
The EPA's response denying the petition is available at
www.regulations.gov/#!docketDetail;D=EPA-HQ-OPP-20120334;dct=FR%252BPR%252BN%252BO%252BSR> .
Small Hive Beetle (SHB) Status in BC
During the recent spring season, beetle monitoring took
place along the BC-Washington State border. Furthermore,
Washington State sources indicated that no immature stages
of the Small Hive Beetle had been observed this spring. Adult
beetles had been noted incidentally as they have in previous
years but these are believed to have originated from California
where the colonies were in almond pollination.
During spring, BC beekeepers submitted a number beetle
samples for identification but all involved Sap beetles which
don’t pose a risk to honey bees. For more information, please
visit www.al.gov.bc.ca/apiculture and select Factsheets.
Update on Beekeeping Chemicals
Butyric Acid and Benzaldehyde
In some provinces, butyric acid and benzaldehyde had been
used as bee repellents. Byturic acid is the principal ingredient
of “Bee Go” and other fire-free smokers that are particularly
useful in areas under (forest) fire restrictions. Benzaldehyde
(aka carbolic acid) has been used by commercial beekeepers
to drive the bees out of honey supers during honey harvesting. Since these foreign substances are applied to colonies, the
Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) incorporated these
products as part of its honey monitoring program. The results
have shown that only incidental traces of these agents show
up in honey and at very low levels. As a result, CFIA has concluded that responsible use of these products in beekeeping
doesn’t pose a human health risk, and that butyric acid and
benzaldehyde will no longer be part of CFIA’s annual screening program.
Apivar
The status of Apivar has moved closer towards registration.
Since its first introduction, its availability as a Varroa mite control agent was made possible through annual Emergency Use
Registrations (EUR) where each province needed to submit
an application accompanied by a rationale to justify the emergency registration. Support documentation of the beekeeping
industry and other agencies were additional requirements to
complete the EUR application package. Recently, an agreement has been made to allow for a conditional registration of
Apivar which is a step closer to a full registration.
Collection, Handling & Submission of Bee Samples
The Ministry continues to provide diagnostic services to BC
beekeepers at no charge. Apiary inspectors submit samples on
behalf of beekeepers but beekeepers may also submit samples
on their own. There are essentially two types of samples subVOLUME 28, #3 FALL 2012
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mitted for analysis, whole bees or brood cell scrapings. Each
sample type requires a different method of collection, handling
and submission.
Nosema and Bee Viruses
Diagnostic tests for Nosema or bee viruses require whole
bee samples. If the test only involves Nosema, collect a minimum of 50 bees from the hive entrance and place in a paper bag. Instead of a single colony, collect a few bees from a
randomly-selected number of colonies to make up a composite apiary sample of 50 or more bees. Mark the paper bag and
freeze for at least 48 hours. Place the paper bag in a container
and mail to the Apiculture office for analysis. Please, don’t use
plastic bags because condensation will cause mould growth.
Upon arrival, the bee sample will first be analysed for Nosema through microscopic examination. If needed, a sample may
be prepared for species identification using PCR technology
which involves analysis of the genetic material of the Nosema
spores.

per active people with hobbies and interests far and wide. Their
enthusiasm and optimism have been infectious.
Last year, Lance made it clear his wish to retire and the
search of a replacement began in earnest. As I reported in the
previous BeesCene issue, his old beekeeping friend and colleague Axel Krause was selected to replace Lance.
I share the sentiment of many beekeepers that Lance’s retirement signifies the end of an era of beekeeping in the Kootenays. We are proud of Lance’s near 30 year involvement in
support of beekeeping and I am most indebted to him as colleague and friend of his unfailing, enthusiastic support of the
Apiculture Program.
Thanks Lance (and Bobby), and all the best wishes to a happy retirement! ❀
~ Paul van Westendorp
Provincial Apiculturist

Sometimes, the bee sample is submitted to determine the
presence and identity of bee viruses for which PCR techniques
are also used. The greatest risk to these hyper-sensitive tests is
cross contamination. When collecting live bees from the entrance of the hive(s), make sure to use a surgical glove with
the “bee-collecting” hand and discard the glove after collection
has been completed. Use a new glove for each additional bee
sample.
Bee Brood Diseases
When unusual brood cells appear that may point to the presence of AFB, EFB or other disease, beekeepers can send in a
sample. Please don’t send a brood frame or comb pieces as this
often results in massive mould growth. Whole frames or comb
pieces may only be submitted with prior arrangement.
When disease is suspected, use a toothpick and extract the
suspect material from the cell and place in a small plastic bag or
piece of cling-wrap. Place in an envelope with your name and
contact details and mail to the Apiculture office for analysis.
Lance Cuthill
With regret are we announcing the retirement of Lance
Cuthill, long-time Apiary Inspector of the Kootenays since
1984. Lance’s retirement is the culmination after repeated attempts. Some five years ago, when Lance turned 65 and mandatory retirement legislation was still in place, no replacement
could be found. As such we extended Lance’s involvement
under a one-year “service contract”. During this period, the
mandatory retirement legislation was repealed and Lance was
re-hired again as a government employee the following year.
The repeated delays of Lance’s retirement since then were
largely the result of appeals made by Kootenay beekeepers
to have Lance continue as their Apiary Inspector. Beekeepers
were so appreciative of Lance’s involvement and support, they
just didn’t want to see him retire!
Lance was a high school instructor for many years but he
also developed a love for bees, nature, choir-singing and playing in a band! Lance and his wife Bobby have always been su-
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From the UBC Research Lab
UBC Bee Research Update
Hello all. As most of you know, about a year ago we embarked on the second phase of our marker-assisted selection
project to see if we could use molecular diagnostics (similar
to many of the methods used in forensics, just not the PCR
that many of you will have heard about) to guide the selection
of disease-resistance traits in honey bees. We spent last year
identifying our breeding pool and this spring we have launched
into the meat of project. Heather Higo and Liz Huxter are doing the breeding, with the help of Sue Cobey for instrumental
inseminations. Essentially what we are doing is trying to select
bees the ‘normal’ way for hygienic behaviour (HB) or Varroasensitive hygiene (VSH). That is, after testing the breeding
pool for these behaviours, we would breed from those queens
whose colonies showed the highest VSH or HB scores. We are
also using only the markers we identified in our previous project to guide the selection of a separate pool of bees, in what is
basically a head-to-head matchup between the old and the new
methods. There have been many challenges for all involved but
from the point of view of my own lab, the hardest thing will
be trying to collect samples from a large number of colonies
and analyze them with our tools in a short time so that we can
turn that information back around to guide the next round of
selection. So far things look reasonably promising but it is far
too early to say if it is working. What is great though is that a)
it allows me and others in my lab to get out of the lab on field
trips and b) it allows us to work with lots of great people!
What’s going on in the rest of the world?
I think most people are aware of the problems caused by the
introduction of Varroa to the Big Island of Hawaii but from the
point of view of science, this ecological disaster actually presented quite an opportunity. Schroeder and colleagues from the
United Kingdom, together with collaborators on Hawaii, took
advantage of the opportunity presented to study a pathogen
spreading through a previously unexposed population in a natural setting (Martin et al. (2012) Global Honey Bee Viral Landscape Altered by a Parasitic Mite. Science. 336(6086):1304-6).
This study made a big splash in the popular media so many
of you will have probably already heard about it. The authors
tracked the movement of Varroa across the Big Island and simultaneously monitored the genetic sequences of deformed
wing virus (DWV) during the spread. They found that in Varroa-free areas DWV was detectable in relatively few colonies
(usually <10%) but was essentially everywhere in areas Varroa had been established. This also translated into higher numbers of viruses per bee in areas Varroa was established. These

findings would not
surprise anyone.
What was surprising though was
that in areas where
Varroa had established, the genetic
diversity of DWV
was
extremely
low. In fact, a single colony from
Varroa-free areas
would
typically
have more diverse
DWV in it alone
than the entire Big
Island after Varroa
had established. In
Leonard Foster, BSc, PhD
other words, the
Photo
by Brian Hawkes, Genome BC
presence of Varroa
somehow selects
for specific strains of DWV that presumably are better adapted
to take advantage of the mites to survive or reproduce. Essentially they were able to observe natural selection, one of the
central tenants of evolution, in action. Pretty cool stuff if only
bees didn’t have to suffer because of it. ❀
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A History of Beekeeping in British Columbia
from 1950 to 2000 written by Douglas M. McCutcheon

Over 300 pages, and nearly 200 images from our
province’s recent beekeeping past.
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published in 1958.
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Proudly Owned by
Canadian Beekeepers

Carrying a full line of beekeeping
equipment from several manufacturers:
• Dadant & Sons Ltd. • Cook & Beals
• Mann Lake Supplies • Dakota Gunness
• Walter T. Kelley • Medivet • Maxant
• Perma-Dent Foundation • Pierco
• Cowen Manufacturing Co. Inc.
• Plus many more!

Whatever your requirements we would
be glad to help. Quality products for
the beekeeping industry, including:
• Beekeeping Tools • Woodenware
• Package Bees and Queens • Novelties
• Queen Rearing Supplies • Foundation
• Honey Containers • Beekeepers Apparel
• Extracting Equipment • Medication &
Chemicals.

Alberta Honey Producers Co-Operative Ltd.
Box 3909 70 Alberta Avenue Spruce Grove, AB T7X 3B1
Tel (780) 962-5667 Fax (780) 962-1653
e-mail: djohnston@beemaid.com
Visit our website: www.beemaidbeestore.com

Canadian Honey Council Report

by Gerry McKee
CHC representative
for British Columbia

The Ontario bee-kill last April has
raised considerable attention to a variety of implications ranging from validation of pesticide poisoning, review
of investigative methods, assignment of
responsibility between various jurisdictions, compensation to beekeepers and
so forth. Testing of 37 samples of bees
taken from various sites in Ontario found
residues of the insecticide clothianidin
in 28 samples. However, given the large
number of potential factors involved,
Health Canada has not drawn conclusions and continues to investigate with
its provincial colleagues.
Clothianidin has been implicated in
four earlier incidents in Quebec, according to the Environmental Incident Report
published on the website of the Pesticide Management Regulatory Agency
(PMRA).
On June 4, 2012, three Ontario beekeepers affected by the bee-kills and
the CHC Executive Secretary met with
the Parliament Standing Committee on
Agriculture to discuss the situation. The
Committee indicated that they will not
act on innuendo or "suspicion" as only
scientifically proven evidence will prevail for any decision on changes to pesticide use.
Calling for a ban on all the neonicotinoids would not be helpful at this point.
John Van Alten, president of Ontario
Beekeeping Association, and other experienced commercial beekeepers point out
that “if clothiandin became unavailable,
what is the next chemical that beekeepers will need to deal with?” Neonicotinoids have contributed significantly to
gains in canola, corn and soybean production. More research with emphasis on
side effects to pollinators is needed and
the beekeeping industry needs to be part
of this process.

Currently, the registrant (supplier)
controls the flow of data that PMRA
uses to assess registration. This has huge
implications as to the integrity of that
data. Who will pay for the independent
unbiased research that would be needed?
Several weeks following the Standing Committee's hearing, the PMRA
announced their decision to re-evaluate
clothianidin and two other neonicotinoid
insecticides for agricultural use including soil applications and seed treatment,
as well as foliar and greenhouse uses.
The Agency acknowledges, “there continues to be emerging science on neonicotinoids and their potential effects on
pollinators. The PMRA is collaborating
with international regulatory partners to
discuss further data requirements and in
the development of enhanced risk assessment methodologies and risk mitigation
measures for pollinators.”

The CHC has established a working
group to monitor investigations and develop recommendations, such as compensation to beekeepers enduring pesticide losses.
The C-BISQT, a food safety and
traceability system, is on schedule and
expected to be available this fall, as well
as the National Bee Farm-Level Biosecurity Standard and Honey Bee Producer
Guide. Samples of each will be available at our Annual General Meeting and
Conference, November 8 – 10, 2012, at
Kamloops. Register before the early bird
deadline, September 30/12, for a chance
to have the Super R Nuc hive. ❀

MITE WIPE
Safe method for applying formic acid
to control bee mites in honeybee
colonies

MUNRO HONEY
Telephone (519) 847-5333
Fax (519) 847-5340
E-mail: info@munrohoney.com
Website:www.munrohoney.com
Also available from Medivet Pharmaceuticals and Beemaid Honey

New and Used
Storage Tanks for
Honey,
Liquid Sucrose
and more!
We do custom plastic manufacturing and repairs.

Twin Maple Industrial Tanks
Abbotsford, BC
Phone: (604) 854-6776 Toll Free: (800) 663-8898 Fax: (604) 854-3223
E-mail: garry@tmitanks.com
www.tmitanks.com
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Habitat Islands
Bird And Pollinator Sanctuaries in the Suburbs
by Sara V. Huynh
Editor's note: Sara is a student in the UBC Master of Architecture Program. We heard about her project and asked her to
share it with us. Despite being in a remote bush camp working
for the summer, she graciously took the time to write about her
proposal and also to share her lovely drawings with us. An
interesting and creative idea!
As a standardized method of development, suburbia has
been criticized extensively in recent years by planners, designers, and architects, and for good reason, as it has become increasingly clear that there are serious repercussions to a landscape so dependent upon the automobile. Massive tracts of land
surrounding major cities have been swallowed by the incessant
pressure of low density suburban sprawl, creating an ocean of
housing developments, shopping malls, big box stores, and fast
food chains all being fed and supported by a web of road systems and parking lots. This method of development, creating
vast expanses of paved over and impermeable surfaces, as well
as massive habitat fragmentation, has largely compromised
both the well being of non-human species who once occupied
these places, and the human experiential qualities of suburban
space. The mitigation of this erosion of habitat and the geography of sameness one finds in so many of our North American
cities is the focus of this proposal.
Though the shortcomings of suburbia and our dependency
on fossil fuels have become rapidly apparent in recent years,
my hope is that rather than abandoning these spaces, we can
find new opportunities to grow within them. Particularly, I believe that the suburbs have inherent potential to create change
in the way people and animals can interact and coexist, and that
the very traits that have socially and environmentally proven so
detrimental in suburbia may in fact be co-opted to bridge the
widening gap between people and nature. By analyzing and
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building upon a ubiquitous suburban typology, the gas station,
or more specifically, the gas station canopy under which we
fuel our tanks, I am proposing that a network of bird and pollinator sanctuaries be introduced to the suburban landscape.
Gas stations, the fuelling nodes dispersed throughout our
human-centric environments, are in a unique position. Primary,
secondary, and tertiary road systems, the very conduits of habitat fragmentation and deforestation associated with suburban
sprawl, depend directly upon these gas stations, and typically,
the denser the web of roads, the more gas stations one may
find. It is the road systems' dependency on the gas station that
makes the gas station canopy an ideal mitigator of habitat fragmentation for aerial species. Working in a network, gas station
canopies are dispersed at a distance well within the range of a
typical foraging native bee, and can serve as local and migratory habitat for native birds. Together, these canopies have the
potential to operate as a network of microhabitats able to connect aerial ecosystems, reconnecting native birds and pollinators to the human-centric landscapes surrounding major cities.

Utilizing native plants, mosses, and
ground covers suited to local climatic
conditions, a variegated, pesticide free
ecosystem could occupy the elevated
canopy, protected from local suburban
predators such as cats and raccoons, and
removed from potential human interference and harm. A new vocabulary of regional difference could be generated as
varieties of native plants, birds, butterflies, beetles, and bees, would shift as one
moved through different climatic zones.
Gas stations, one of the most standardized, economy driven environments one
finds in suburbia, could harness this innate environmental diversity and become
individualized and relatable to the specific contexts in which they are located. By
integrating ecology into their design, gas
stations could potentially subvert the language of homogeneity so prevalent in the
building typologies of the suburbs, and
instead create a spontaneous network of
heterogeneity and difference.
The adoption of an ecologically integrative model in this particular case
would inhibit the original functions of
a gas station very minimally. However,
the reconnection of aerial habitat in a
fragmented landscape would not only
serve to benefit the animals at stake, but
also would create social capital, providing an enriched sensory experience of
chirping birds, buzzing bees, and pollinated flowers. The gas station canopy,
when viewed as a small component of a
larger system, could serve as a connecting point, creating a mutually beneficial
interface between the human/animal divide. The suburban landscape carved
into the soil surrounding our city centres
is in many ways synonymous with the
twentieth century American dream. In
this time of shifting social, economic,
and environmental realities, can we re-

spond and adapt to the challenges the byproducts of this dream have left us with?
Can the entrenched and normalized realities of suburbia be subverted and can
new opportunities be found in the spaces

between? If this is possible, perhaps the
idea of gas stations as functioning aerial
ecosystems is not as absurd as one may
initially think. ❀
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Honey Bee IPM Project Update
Part II – Results from our 2011 Hygienic Behaviour Survey
by Shelley Hoover and Stephen Pernal,
Beaverlodge Research Station, Agriculture and Agri-Food
Canada
In this article, we will discuss the second research activity of
the BEE IPM project, the selective breeding programme.
Selective breeding of honey bees has been going on since
humans first domesticated bees, but conventional methods
are laborious, and require a great investment of time to assess the stock at each generation. While genomic technologies
hold promise to improve this process, they have not yet been
used on honey bees due to the special considerations involved
in breeding bees (e.g., one queen mates in flight with many
drones). I should also point out at this juncture that we are not
breeding genetically-modified bees. A genetically-modified organism (GMO) is one whose genetic material has been altered
using genetic engineering techniques: DNA molecules from
other sources are combined and transferred into an organism,
thus giving it novel genes. In contrast, our breeding program
uses bee stocks from commercial apiaries in Western Canada.
We are using molecular techniques to identify bees with proteins we know to be involved hygienic behaviour and Varroasensitive hygiene, and subsequently breed from them using
instrumental insemination.
You may recall that in 2008 Leonard Foster and Stephen
Pernal led a biomarker discovery project, Apis mellifera Proteomics of Innate reSistance (APIS) that identified heritable
markers of disease-resistance traits in honey bees, including
hygienic behaviour. This project has now identified several
candidate proteins, and in the current project we will validate
and apply these biomarkers. It is interesting to note that some
of the proteins that we have identified are likely functionally
involved in the traits. For example, one marker is an odorantbinding protein, which may function as transporter of the
chemical signals originated from the infected or dead larvae.
Another marker is a protein involved in synaptic transmission,
and these are the two proteins most closely linked to hygienic
behaviour levels.
Hygienic behaviour
Hygienic behaviour in honey bees is a behavioural disease
resistance mechanism. Worker bees detect the presence of infected pupae, remove the wax cap of sealed brood cells, and
then remove the diseased individual. Its primary function in
disease resistance is thought to be the continual elimination
of brood pathogens from the hive environment, which would
otherwise remain and potentially infect other bees. In the case
of Paenibacillus larvae (the bacteria causing American Foulbrood), bees specifically remove infected larvae or pupae when
the bacteria are still in the vegetative state, before they are infective. Although the term hygienic behaviour was originally
used to describe removal of brood infected with AFB, its use
has gradually been expanded to described the removal of brood
infected with chalkbrood disease (Ascosphaera apis), as well
as brood parasitized with greater wax moth (Galleria mellonella), small hive beetle ( ) and Varroa. Levels of hygienic behaviour are typically tested by freeze-killing patches of capped
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brood, reinserting the combs into the colony, and returning 24
hours later to count the percentage of the dead larvae that were
removed by the bees in that time.
We are aware that previous attempts to select only for hygienic behaviour have not resulted in economically-enhanced
bees, and we will be assessing the economic impact of using
the final generation of selected bees in commercial apiaries in
2013. We expect that assessments of selected bee stocks will
demonstrate an economic enhancement as the starting breeding
population will already be selected for its economic parameters
by commercial beekeepers.
Varroa-Sensitive Hygiene (VSH)
Varroa sensitive hygiene (VSH) has two general elements:
the removal of Varroa infested brood cells and a high frequency of non-reproducing mites remaining in the brood. Colonies
exhibiting high levels of VSH express a specialized form of hygienic behaviour whereby workers are able to detect pupae that
have actively reproducing Varroa mites on them, then uncap
their cells and remove the pupae. Consequently, colonies expressing high levels of the VSH trait have lower levels of mites
in their colonies, and a higher proportion of mites remaining in
infested brood cells that are considered non-reproductive.
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Results to date:

Figure 1. Mean hygienic score of colonies in the
breeding stock survey. Each bar represents the average
of one commercial operation. Numbers in white boxes
are provincial average hygienic scores. Average scores
for the commercial operations ranged between 39% and
80% hygienic (% of dead brood completely removed
within 24 hours).
Survey of Western Canadian Bee Populations
In 2011 we broadly surveyed stock from 37 commercial or
research operations in British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba, choosing a subset of their own breeding
stock for our breeding purposes. We have selected 110 of the
top scoring colonies in our hygienic tests, and a further 100
colonies were randomly chosen from the commercial beekeepers’ breeding stock. The highly-hygienic stock was divided between two queen breeders in British Columbia. The randomly
selected ‘benchmark’ stock was divided between Rob Currie at
the University of Manitoba and ourselves here in Beaverlodge.
This summer (2012) we will be propagating both stocks. In
2012, the 10 top-scoring hygienic colonies that successfully
overwinter will be used as parents in the first generation of
selected stocks. We will then assess the hygienic behaviour,
VSH, and protein marker scores of the F1 daughter colonies.
An additional second generation will be bred from the top–

Figure 2. Breeding stock, to be considered ‘hygienic’,
should ideally remove greater than 95% of the freeze-killed
larvae within 24 hours. This graph shows the percent of each
producers colonies that scored >95%. Some producers had
no colonies at this level, whereas others had up to 21% of
their tested colonies scoring 95% or more of dead larvae
completely removed in 24 hours.

scoring colonies of the first selected generation, with the final
third generation bred in 2013, and distributed to commercial
operations for evaluation.
In 2012 we will be receiving first-generation queens from
the selection program. At Beaverlodge, we will be challenging
them with American foulbrood, to compare the ability of first
generation queen selected by both protein markers and traditional field hygienic tests to our unselected benchmark stocks,
and gauge the process of the selection programme. Colonies
from all three stocks will be deliberately exposed to AFB, and
subsequently their level of infection will be monitored. We will
repeat this experiment with the third and final selected generation. Rob Currie will do parallel experiments exposing the
stocks to Varroa at the University of Manitoba.
We will be propagating the F1 selected stocks using instrumental insemination beginning in May 2012. ❀

OUR BUSINESS.....
..... IS PACKAGING YOURS
We have a wide range of stock glass & plastic
containers including honey bears & bee hives.
We also carry a variety of plastic and metal lids.
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The Economics of Bee IPM: A B.C. and Canadian Case Study
Dr. Miriam Bixby, University of British
Columbia
As honey bee colonies struggle in
Canada and world-wide, there is a continued need to develop and implement
Integrated Pest Management tools (IPM)
to effectively control honey bee pathogens. University of British Columbia
researchers, in collaboration with Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada scientists
and bee-breeder Liz Huxter, conducted
an extensive three-year scientific and
economic study of honey bee pest management in Canada. This project, entitled
APIS, was completed in 2010. By the
end of the three-year APIS project, in

effort to successfully breed more hygienic honey bees and ultimately to provide
the industry with cost-effective tools for
identifying hygienic characteristics within their bee stock. In addition to the scientific goals of the project, BeeIPM has
undertaken an extensive case study of a
group of cooperating beekeepers. Three
of these beekeepers are located in British Columbia while the remaining nine
are spread across Alberta, Saskatchewan
and Manitoba. The case study data is being collected to shed light on the implications of diverse management practices
and to act as the foundation for a set of
best practices guidelines for Canadian

Figure 1: Honey Output by Summer Varroa for All Provinces

addition to highlighting several important economic variables in the honeybee
industry in Canada, the APIS scient ists
successfully identified key protein markers associated with hygienic behavior
traits in honey bees using honey bee antennae. The success of APIS has provided the foundation for our current honeybee research project, BeeIPM. This new
project is led by Dr. Leonard Foster and
Dr. Steve Pernal and funded primarily by
Genome Canada and Genome BC with
support from the local industry. BeeIPM
was launched in the spring of 2011 and is
a research collaboration between several
institutions including UBC, Agriculture
& Agri-Food Canada and the University
of Manitoba.
Bee IPM picks up where APIS left off,
using the identified protein markers in an
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beekeepers. The project aims to further
understand the economic viability of new
pest management tools and to investigate
the key economic relationships within
the honey bee industry. This article will
briefly present the preliminary findings
from BeeIPM’s economic case study.
BeeIPM Case Study
Over the past 15 months, 12 cooperating beekeepers across the four western provinces have generously allowed
BeeIPM’s field teams to collect samples,
weigh, measure and further investigate
their project colonies. This data has been
invaluable in providing insight into the
current honey bee industry in Canada.
The data has not only confirmed some
existing beliefs about beekeeping practices and outcomes, but has also highlighted some unexpected health correlations within modern beekeeping.
Pathogens, Honey Production and
Pollination
One of the results from our data analysis that confirmed the existing understanding within the honey bee industry
was the negative correlation between the
presence of pathogens in a colony, such
as Varroa and Nosema, and the colony’s
production of honey. Colonies that experienced higher levels of both Varroa and
Nosema in our case study were consistently associated with lower honey production (see Figures 1 and 2). This result
was statistically significant for both the
summer and fall levels of the pathogens
but we were unable to detect statistical

Figure 2: Honey Output by Summer Nosema for All Provinces

significance in the spring levels. Note: n in the following figures refers to the number
of colonies in the sample and ‘0% Varroa’ or ‘0 Spores/ bee’ indicates that Varroa or
Nosema was not observed in the samples analyzed.
As seen in figures 1 and 2, there is a significant difference between average honey
output for colonies between the zero and 1% levels of Varroa infestation and between
the zero and 1 million Nosema spores per bee levels of infestation. The existing
literature and accepted treatment protocols indicate that the economic thresholds for
treatment for these pathogens is when the colony surpasses the 1% level for Varroa (www.capabees.com/main/files/pdf/Varroathreshold.pdf ) and 1 million Nosema
spores per bee (Bailey, L., Ball, B.V., 1991. Honey Bee Pathology, second ed. Academic Press, London.). However, given our findings, treating colonies only after this
threshold fails to address the loss of honey production for those colonies with less
than 1% Varroa or 1 million Nosema spores per bee. This finding is an indication that
the economic threshold may be set too high in some cases.
Our data also shows a strong negative correlation between commercial pollination
and honey output. This finding confirms existing knowledge in the industry of the
trade-offs associated with commercial pollination and it gives us additional confidence
that our smaller sample of project colonies are somewhat representative of the larger
Canadian set of colonies. Figure 3 shows that for all four western Canadian Provinces
there is a 70 pound difference in the average honey output between colonies that are
explicitly rented our for pollination and those that are not. This is a 40% reduction in
honey output. British Columbia data also show a 40% reduction in honey output for
pollinating colonies (a drop of 28.5 lbs.). It is of course important to keep in mind
Figure 3: Honey Output by Pollination for B.C. vs. All Provinces

Figure 4: Spring Varroa by Province
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that there are regional effects at work in
this example as well since the majority
of honey production in our sample takes
place in Alberta so the focus for these
colonies is on honey, whereas in British
Columbia, there is much more emphasis
on pollination, explaining the differences
in honey magnitudes between Canada as
a whole and B.C.
Pathogens by Province
The levels of pathogens across the
provinces and between seasons provide a
glimpse into the well-established knowledge of the seasonal nature of honey bee
infestations. Figure 4 shows the levels of
Varroa by province for spring 2011. B.C.
and Manitoba have the highest average
Varroa levels for the spring sampling period. Contrast this with the summer and
fall levels where B.C. is still consistently
the highest but where Manitoba shows
improvement. Figures 5 and 6 show
Nosema levels for spring and fall. It is
important to note that for each season,
these levels varied by province and for
example, although Nosema levels are
high in Manitoba for the spring , the fall
data show that Nosema was undetectable
in Manitoba (Fig.6)
Winter Mortality and Pathogen Levels
for British Columbia
As we begin to collect our 2011-2012
over-wintering data from the case study
colonies, we are seeing some interesting results from British Columbia, one
of which is shown in Figures 7 and 8.
When we look at the correlation between
pathogen levels of Varroa and the overwintering survival of colonies, sampling
timing and the accessibility of pathogen
information seem to play a key role. In
Figure 7, levels of Varroa taken from
summer sampling in B.C. are negatively
correlated with over-wintering mortality. In other words, the colonies that survived the 2011-2012 winter had higher
average levels of Varroa in their summer
sampling. At first glance, this is an unexpected outcome.
Figure 8 shows exactly the opposite
for the fall sampling levels. In the fall as
the colonies prepare to over-winter, higher average levels of Varroa are positively
correlated with over-wintering mortality. This last result is what we would
expect, given the existing knowledge
that pathogen levels contribute in some
way to mortality. How do we explain the
result in Figure 7 without contradicting
this generally held belief? Last summer
after our project colonies were sampled
and the data analyzed for these summer
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Figure 5: Spring Nosema levels by province

Figure 6: Fall Nosema levels by Province

Figure 7: Summer Varroa Levels and Over-Wintering Survival for B.C.

levels of Varroa, the producers were sent
their colony pathogen levels immediately.
Having the knowledge of their colonies’ Varroa loads in time to modify the
intensity or type of treatment well before
winter may have allowed our cooperating producers in B.C. to more effectively
target their Varroa so that by the fall,
the colonies were healthier and better
equipped to survive the winter.
Conclusions: BeeIPM in the Future
From APIS to BeeIPM, the search for
scientifically sound and cost effective integrated pest management tools continues in the midst of a honey bee industry
plagued by mortality and unclear treatment guidelines and protocols. BeeIPM
has revealed that giving British Columbia and Alberta beekeepers access to
cost-effective sampling and the resulting
pathogen load data (in the case of Varroa
mites) in time for the implementation of
an effective treatment strategy may help
to boost survivability over-winter. This
is one of the preliminary findings of the
BeeIPM case study that we believe warrants further investigation since there is
significant economic incentive to find
practical management tools to minimize

Figure 8: Fall Varroa Levels and Overwintering Survival for B.C.

colony mortality.
BeeIPM is using this Canadian case
study data to develop a set of best practices guidelines for honey bee management in Canada in conjunction with
new effective and accessible IPM tools.

These guidelines will be widely available to beekeepers across Canada and
will hopefully provide a starting point
for consistent, sustainable cost-effective
management. ❀
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(+ tax & gratuities), full breakfast included. 1-425-2278844 or 1-800-EMBASSY (Use 'WAS' code to book.)
Registration forms available from WAS treasurer
Jim Bach, 509-573-4245 or jcbach@fairpoint.net,
in the WAS Journal and on the WAS website
http://groups.ucanr.org/WAS/Conference_Information

or contact
Jim & Cyndi Smith
253-222-4824
jksmithpe@comcast.net

See you in Seattle!
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2012 AGM Speakers
Dr. Carlos Castillo

Dr. Carlos Castillo was born in Peru, where he finished his bachelor degree in Agriculture at the
“Agrarian National University – La Molina” in 1991. He has 20 years of research experience, first
working with horticultural crops at the “National Institute of Agriculture Innovation”, and later
on molecular aspects of self-incompatibility of fruit trees. He finished his postgraduate studies in
Biotechnology and Molecular Biology at Kobe University, Japan, receiving his doctoral degree in
2003. Carlos arrived in Vancouver in 2006, and since then he has been involved with honey bees,
the last four years at Simon Fraser University working on honey bee pheromones.
In February 2012 he joined the Centre for Research and Innovation at GPRC as the Applied Scientist Manager of the new National Bee Diagnostic Centre (NBDC) located at the Beaverlodge
Research Farm at AAFC.
His talk will focus on the developments around the NBDC, and the services they will be providing
to the beekeeping industry in Canada.
The NBDC is the first comprehensive laboratory in Canada to provide a full array of diagnostic services for honey bee pests,
diseases and parasites.

Ian Tait

Ian Tait a Past Chair of the Delta Chamber of Commerce and Co-Chair of the Feed The Bees Community Campaign. Ian will be presenting information about Feed The Bees, which is leading the
charge to encourage individuals, organizations, businesses, farmers and governments take action to
support a healthy and sustainable bee population, and plant gardens to feed pollinators and encourage
biodiversity in our communities.

Brenda Jager

Living on Gabriola Island, Brenda Jager works as a commercial beekeeper and queen breeder. She is also the Apiary Inspector in her region
for the Ministry of Agriculture. Brenda balances her time between her
family, her bees, cooperative bee breeding projects and gardening. After her work as a research
technician in the BC Bee Breeder’s Kettle Valley Queen project, she returned to the coast and initiated the Duncan Assessment Yard (DAY) project. The project is now in its second year of assessing
bee stocks for their viability in the BC coastal region. The best genetics from last year’s assessment
queens has been disseminated via cells throughout Vancouver Island.
Brenda is currently growing her colony numbers and hopes to produce copious amounts of excellent
queens for sale in years to come. She will be speaking on her experiences in working to build a small
scale queen breeding operation on Gabriola Island.

Kirk Anderson

Kirk Anderson started beekeeping in 1970 in Utah. Since then, he’s had beehives intermittently, but he always “loved those bugs!” In 1999, Kirk got the bee fever again. Since he
then lived in Los Angeles in an apartment with no yard, he had to find a spot for a beehive. He located a nearby community garden and put a beehive in it. He discovered that
beekeeping had gotten complicated since he last had beehives. It was expected that all
sorts of chemicals and medications had to be put in beehives to handle mites and such. He
disagreed with this idea. He knew it was much better to let the bees be bees. He researched
beekeeping and found the writings of Charles Martin Simon, who talked about beekeeping
backwards and small cell honeycombs. He also found Michael Bush and Dee Lusby, who
practiced this same sort of beekeeping. He began handling his hives using these concepts.
He had a couple of hives in the community garden, but he needed more room so he could start more hives. He borrowed a bright
idea, put up a website and posted that he needed people to “sponsor a beehive” in their backyard. To his surprise, not only did he
get sponsors, he also got people who said, “We don’t want to sponsor a hive, we want to become beekeepers!” He began teaching
others small cell, backwards beekeeping.
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Tim Townsend

Tim was born in Edmonton, and started with bees in 1970 in Alberta. He had his first hives in 1974,
managed an operation in 1976, and started his own commercial operation in 1979. He currently
runs 2800 colonies with his son Lee. He has been involved with the CHC OFFS Bee program since
inception, and he has learned a lot about the system and program and how it needs to relate to bees
and honey. Also, being a registered producer under CFIA since 1990 has been of great assistance in
developing the CBISQT program. He and his son have exported honey to the US for many years,
and currently ship the majority of their honey to Japan, which is a premium market with high requirements. They also worked with the Alberta government to develop the Japanese honey export
protocols.
Tim is a director on the Alberta Honey Producers Co-op and with Beemaid. He worked on behalf
of CHC with CFIA on the barrel standards for honey, as well as presenting workshops with CFIA to
Beemaid members in Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba on CFIA registration for honey producers.

Matt Reed

Matt Reed is the co-founder of Bee Thinking, which is the world's first beekeeping supplier specializing in foundationless top bar hives and Warre hives in Portland, Oregon.
Bee Thinking was created in 2008 as an internet resource for beekeepers throughout the world. Soon
they had a great deal of interest from those around them and abroad in getting involved in foundationless beekeeping, and they began selling the same hives they use to those in their community.
After that they began selling them on their website to customers throughout North America.
The Reed's philosophy is that the chief end of beekeeping should be to provide the bees with the
ideal environment in which to thrive. In addition to book knowledge, they feel that it is of utmost
importance that beekeepers spend time watching their bees. Not dousing them with chemicals, moving them around, splitting them, marking them or otherwise incessantly pestering them, but simply
watching them. His talk will focus on top bar hives and Warre hives, and his management techniques.

Ed Nowek

Ed Nowek is the owner/operator of Planet Bee Honey Farm, a honey bee attraction located in Vernon, BC, which includes an outdoor honey bee observatory and interpretive center. Ed began his
beekeeping career in 1969 and within the past 13 years began focusing his time on teaching people,
young and old, about the beehive and its busy inhabitants. The observatories, tasting tables and gift
shop have a flow through design to allow visitors to experience the sights and smells of honey and
products of the hive, while learning about the honey bee. There is a live display of honey bees in two
indoor observation hives that capture a lot of attention.
In season, there are demonstrations of honey extraction and bottling combined with hive and product
presentations. Some can even try bottling their own jar of honey to take home.
Honey tasting is always available. Planet Bee offers over 12 different floral selections of honey. Ed
has tempted many non-honey eaters to try the gourmet flavours of various floral source honeys. As
well there are displays of bee pollen, propolis, royal jelly, beeswax candles and other great bee gift ideas. Ed has found that buyers are ordering more honey and nutraceuticals because they appreciate the healthy aspects of honey, pollen, and bee products.

Dr. Stephen Pernal

Dr. Pernal received his B.Sc. (Spec.) in Zoology from Brandon University and his M.Sc. and Ph.D.
in Entomology from the University of Manitoba. His doctoral work concentrated on honey bee
nutrition and the influence of pollen quality on foraging strategies in honey bees. His thesis work
was awarded the University of Manitoba Distinguished Dissertation Award in the Natural Sciences
and Engineering for 2001. From 1998 to 2001, he was a postdoctoral fellow with Mark Winston at
Simon Fraser University where he worked on isolating naturally produced compounds from larval
and adult honey bees, which serve as attractants and repellents for Varroa destructor.
Since the fall of 2001 he has been employed by the Canadian Federal Government as a Research
Scientist with Agriculture & Agri-Food Canada in Beaverlodge, Alberta. His work has focused
on detection, control and residue issues concerning oxytetracycline-resistant AFB and food-grade
therapies for chalkbrood disease. Currently, he is involved in a project examining management
strategies and therapies for Nosema ceranae as well as research that aims to evaluate and select for
resistance factors to American foulbrood disease and Varroa mites.
He has recently served as Officer-in-Charge of Beaverlodge Research Farm and is Past President of the Canadian Association
of Professional Apiculturists. ❀
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Beekeeping Equipment and Glassware
•
•
•
•

Canadian Made Wooden Ware
Dominion and Grimm Glassware
Country Rubes Screened Bottom Boards
And Other Exciting Products

Quality Supplies from Two Friendly Beekeepers
in North Vancouver
778-237-8711
www.twobeesapiary.com ~ twobeesapiary@shaw.ca

The Langley Bee Club
Invites all new and
experienced beekeepers
to attend their
Fall Educational Symposium
and Demonstrations
September 29, 2012, 9:00 a.m.
to 4:00 p.m.
At Campbell’s Gold Honey Farm
and Meadery
2595 Lefeuvre Rd. Abbotsford, BC
604-856-2125

The Featured Morning Speakers Include:
Paul van Westendorp,
Provincial Apiculturist,
British Columbia
Ministry of Agriculture.
Wayne Neidig who
will talk about Hive
inspection and care
of bees for new
beekeepers.

Maximize Spring Build-up
and Colony Health
Feed ready-made patties from

GLOBAL PATTIES

Afternoon Demonstration Sessions
Session 1
Markus Clodius – applying oxalic and formic
acid, Thymovar, and various strip treatments for
Varroa mite.
Jaquie Bunse – mite monitoring and
resistance.
Laila Axen – preparing wax for candles.
Session 2
Wayne Neidig – over-wintering, including hive
wraps, food and ventilation.
Chelsea Sherbut and Jeff Kearns – top bar
hive from A to Z.
Heather Higo – Integrated Pest Management
(I.P.M.) options.

Bees need both protein and carbohydrate
for good build-up and large honey crops.
Feed patties to ensure colony health,
fast build-up and maximum production.

Hosted by the Langley Bee Club,
Admission is by donation: with half the
proceeds going to the Boone Hodgson
Wilkinson Bee Research Fund.
Best Western Country Meadows
rate is $89.00 plus tax,
Call 604-856-0086 or
Toll Free 1-800-834-0833
(approx. 4 km from venue).
For accommodations, participants should say
they are attending the beekeepers symposium
sponsored by the Langley Division of the B.C.
Honey Producers Association.

Learn more at www.globalpatties.com
and call 1-866-948-6084 toll free
or email mike@globalpatties.com

LIMITED SPACE:
Preregistration is required. 604 856 2125
or e-mail jwcampbell@telus.net.

Pollen in our formula is irradiated by Iotron for prevention of bee disease
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Heather Higo, Shelley
Hoover, and Amanda
van Haga will all be
presenting different
aspects of the UBC/
Agriculture Canada
“Next Generation IPM
Tools for Beekeeping
Project”.
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Bees Can 'Turn Back Time, Reverse Brain Aging
ScienceDaily (July 3, 2012) Scientists at Arizona State University have discovered that older honey bees effectively reverse brain aging when they take on nest responsibilities typically handled by much younger bees. While current research
on human age-related dementia focuses on potential new drug
treatments, researchers say these findings suggest that social
interventions may be used to slow or treat age-related dementia.
In a study published in the scientific journal Experimental
Gerontology, a team of scientists from ASU and the Norwegian
University of Life Sciences, led by Gro Amdam, an associate
professor in ASU's School of Life Sciences, presented findings
that show that tricking older, foraging bees into doing social
tasks inside the nest causes changes in the molecular structure
of their brains.
"We knew from previous research that when bees stay in the
nest and take care of larvae -- the bee babies -- they remain mentally competent for as long as we observe them," said Amdam.
"However, after a period of nursing, bees fly out gathering food
and begin aging very quickly. After just two weeks, foraging
bees have worn wings, hairless bodies, and more importantly,
lose brain function -- basically measured as the ability to learn
new things. We wanted to find out if there was plasticity in this
aging pattern so we asked the question, 'What would happen if
we asked the foraging bees to take care of larval babies again?"
During experiments, scientists removed all of the younger
nurse bees from the nest -- leaving only the queen and babies.
When the older, foraging bees returned to the nest, activity di-

BC Honey Producers’ Association

NUTRITIONAL
FACT
Nutrition Facts
Valeur nutritive
LABELS Pe
r 1 tablespoon

only

1.5¢
each
Rolls of
2000

Looking for a Kinder, Gentler Way
to Work your Bees?
Sit back and watch how the masters do it.

6$, ,#1'$/1-% *+$$)$$.(,&
6 ('(%-/1'$-#$/,.( /(01
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(20g)
Pour 1 cuillère à table
(20g)
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minished for several days. Then, some of the old bees returned
to searching for food, while others cared for the nest and larvae.
Researchers discovered that after 10 days, about 50 percent of
the older bees caring for the nest and larvae had significantly
improved their ability to learn new things.
Amdam's international team not only saw a recovery in the
bees' ability to learn, they discovered a change in proteins in
the bees' brains. When comparing the brains of the bees that
improved relative to those that did not, two proteins noticeably
changed. They found Prx6, a protein also found in humans that
can help protect against dementia -- including diseases such as
Alzheimer's -- and they discovered a second and documented
"chaperone" protein that protects other proteins from being
damaged when brain or other tissues are exposed to cell-level
stress.
In general, researchers are interested in creating a drug that
could help people maintain brain function, yet they may be facing up to 30 years of basic research and trials.
"Maybe social interventions -- changing how you deal with
your surroundings -- is something we can do today to help our
brains stay younger," said Amdam. "Since the proteins being
researched in people are the same proteins bees have, these
proteins may be able to spontaneously respond to specific social experiences."
Amdam suggests further studies are needed on mammals
such as rats in order investigate whether the same molecular
changes that the bees experience might be socially inducible
in people. ❀

% Daily Value
% valeur quotidienne
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Fat / Lipides 0 g
Carbohydrates / Glucide
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Sugars / Sucres 16 g
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To order and for details contact:
Judy Campbell
604-856-2125
jwcampbell@telus.net

For the cost of shipping,
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DAY Project Update
by Brenda Jager, photos by Sonja Zupanec
Breeders’ Assessment Yard provides stock to Vancouver Island
Last spring the BC Bee Breeders’ Association began the
Duncan Assessment Yard (DAY) project. The goal was to bring
in Canadian stock to Vancouver Island and assess its adaptability in the wet coastal climate. The project was to track productivity of each colony as well as pest and disease profiles. After a
rough first year due to weather and some beekeeper mishaps we
introduced our test queens. This past spring the project identified 3 breeder queens out of 25 put into winter in the apiary.

Liquid Nitrogen Tank
The project came through the winter with 17 of the 25 hives.
We then lost a few to spring dwindle and the supercedure of
queens. The average loss on Vancouver Island this past winter
was 61% - so the project did a bit better than average in comparison to the region.
The Year in Brief
In the Spring of 2011 we started our assessment yard with
25 packages of bees. Half of our starter packages were begun
with New Zealand queens and the other half were headed by
local stock. We noticed with a few exceptions that the import
stock was highly susceptible to chalkbrood throughout the
whole summer, while the local stock had no chalkbrood. On
average, the import New Zealand stock and original local bees
produced about the same amount of honey for winter stores. Of
the 13 original New Zealand queens, the project kept the best
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4 to overwinter, of which none survived. Some of the original
2010 local queens were kept and the rest of the queens were
replaced by local 2011 Vancouver Island queens and test stock
produced for the project by Liz Huxter of Kettle Valley Queens
in Grand Forks.
On May 12th the project held a “Field Assessments for
Choosing Breeders” workshop for interested beekeepers. After assessments were completed three breeders were chosen.
The breeders had survived the winter and grew exponentially this spring to two full boxes of brood and stores put away
for a rainy day. All maintained low or zero levels of Varroa
even though other hives in the apiary had elevated Varroa infestations. All three breeders tested high for hygienic behavior
(100%, 98%, 85%). None of them showed signs of any disease.
The three breeders chosen came from Liz Huxter, Sol Nowitz
and Brenda Jager.
After the workshop, the top two breeders were moved to Jingle Pot Apiaries in Nanaimo, so that breeder Sol Nowitz could
produce cells for beekeepers in the region. To date we have
provided over 100 cells to our local beekeepers. The project
will assist with assessing of the colonies where a beekeeper has
purchased ten or more of our cells and chooses to be a partner.
On May 26th the project hosted another workshop “Spring
Splits and Producing Nucs”. On this day the project hives in
Duncan were split. Nucs were provided with queens or cells
from the breeders. Five colonies were left in the yard and 13
nucs were taken to Gabriola to provide bees for the next round
of assessment hives.

Brenda pouring liquid nitrogen into the PVC pipes for the
‘nitrogen freeze test’.
The BC Bee Breeders will provide test stock to partners
with the agreement that after assessment, the best queens will
be used to produce cells for all interested beekeepers in the
region. With this approach the project will expand the number
of hives that can be included in assessments.
This season we will introduce several assessment stocks.
The primary purchase is from Chatsworth Honey.
"Chatsworth Honey has been an active participant in the

Ontario Mite and Disease Resistant Breeding Program since
its inception in the early 1990s. Chatsworth Honey breeder
queens consistently rank among the top in the province in the
liquid nitrogen test for hygienic behaviour. Thus, we have been
successful in maintaining our colonies using only formic acid
and oxalic acid to control mite populations for the past 7 years,
along with tried and true management techniques. We work
with Ontario stock and Russian stock."
Additionally, the DAY project has ordered queens from the
Saskatraz project and has raised daughters from this year’s
breeders. We hope that all the test stock does fantastic. The
practice of testing and disseminating from the best hives will
provide better drones for years to come.
I thought I would add one more note on my experience with
using import stock in my area. This past February the project
bought four New Zealand 1kg packages to build up and then
split into nucs for this year’s assessment queens. All four packages started as 3 frames worth of bees. Some of my hives were
about the same size so I placed them together in the same apiary. All hives were provided with the same number of honey
frames and were fed one feeder of heavy syrup in March. At
the end of March one of the New Zealand queens became a
drone layer and disappeared.
On June 6th, after the fruit tree blossom was finished and
the local spring dearth and drizzle had been around for two
weeks, I went to split the hives and introduce our test queens
from Ontario. The import packages had 6 to 6.5 frames of
brood and 8 frames of bees. The frames were dry with no stores
of honey in the corners. Some of the bees had begun to starve
and fall to the bottom board. My personal hives that had been
about the same size in February had 12 frames of brood and

Frame of brood will be re-inserted into the hive after
having been ‘frozen’ and the number of cells that will be
cleaned out by the worker bees will determine the how
hygienic the queen is.
16 to 18 frames of bees. There was no capped honey, but there
was a healthy arch over the brood and heavy honey in the top
corners.
The import bees did not forage in our poor spring weather.
My adapted bees were getting out in the cool weather and had
put food away for rainy days. I am convinced that Canadian
beekeepers need cold hardy stock if they wish to succeed.
Packages from tropical areas may come early, but they are not
adapted for foraging in my local rainy climate.
I am hoping that our small project will provide good Canadian stock to our local beekeepers to reduce winter losses and
provide vigorous bees that grow and prosper. ❀
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This column is a place where all beekeepers are encouraged to both ask questions
and give answers. It has been said that if you ask three beekeepers a question,
you will get four different answers, so readers will have to take answers under
careful consideration. Beekeepers are encouraged to respond to answers when their
thoughts may differ.

Please send questions and responses to the editor at BeesCene@bcbeekeepers.com.
Names will not be printed in order to protect the innocent.

Q: How should I determine the price of my honey?
A: Setting the price of your honey is always a sticky prob-

lem (pun intended). Of course, if you’re selling your honey
commercially, by the barrel to a packer, then the price will, in
all likelihood, be out of your control and already established by
world market considerations. On the other hand, if you are locally packaging and selling your own honey then several considerations come into play. Simply put, your honey price can
range from “free” to so high that no one will buy it. Somewhere
in between these two extremes lies the answer. The following
are some steps and factors you can consider before setting the
price of your honey:
Contact local beekeepers to find out at what price they
intend to sell their honey.
Determine how much your costs have
increased over last year (containers,
sugar, etc.)
Check out the cost of honey in your local
super box stores (if you have one).
Check out the honey prices at your local
farmer’s market (again, if you have one).
Below are some considerations when
coming up with your final selling price:
Local honey prices vary widely between areas in our province.
Keep the price near the “going rate” for your area. (consider
other beekeepers).
Keep increases reasonable (you don’t want to lose your
customer base).
Local honey should always sell at a higher price than
cheaper, blended imports.
~ Lance Cuthill

Q: How soon should I take off the honey?
A: The simple answer to this question

is, “when it’s
capped”, i.e. the bees have placed a wax covering over the honey. However, as is often the case, simple answers in beekeeping do not always fit. Should a beekeeper extract all uncapped
honey, the moisture content will be higher than 17% which can, and often does,
cause the honey to ferment and sour. Yet,
early removal of the honey crop is necessary for treatment of Varroa mites. In our
area which is semi-arrid, extracting up to
10% uncapped honey has not caused a
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fermentation problem. Stacking uncapped supers of honey on hives (with
low mite counts) to allow them to cap the honey is also an
option. Some beekeepers use a “hot” room for drying the uncapped honey before extracting. ~ Lance Cuthill

Q: How can I prevent my strong colonies
from robbing my weaker ones?
A: In terms of robbing - prevention is better than a cure.

Robbing is something that might be expected if 2 things occur: a strong colony with not much to forage on (a dearth period maybe), plus a weaker colony with
a wide open entrance. To prevent robbing in this situation, keep the entrance
size appropriate to the strength of the
colony. If the weather is hot and you
think even a weak colony should have
ventilation larger than a small entrance
would allow, keep the small entrance
(easy to defend) but use screen mesh to create ventilation, but
that won't allow robbers bees access. Also don't allow robber
bees to gain access through extra entrances (empty knot holes,
badly fitting covers, etc).
~ Kerry Clark

Q: How do I know if my area is good for honey bees?
A: You could break this down into seasons. For example,
your area could be good for honey bees in summer, but also
consider winter (and the other seasons too) from a different
perspective. For summer, a predictable honeyflow is essential,
so bees and beekeeper have a target to aim for. A good way
to gauge this would be to look at beekeepers in an area with
similar climate and forage sources. For
winter, you need conditions that allow
some flight, while encouraging the
bees to cluster for much of the time
that foraging is not possible. For
spring, a progression of pollen sources.
Maybe the best combination is an area
with short winter, then MOVE to
another area with more predictable honey flow..
Hey.. winter in southern BC, then move in April, to the
Peace??
~ Kerry Clark
❀

Botanical Garden the Place to Bee
by Christine Wood, reprinted with permission from Coast
Reporter, www.coastreporter.net
There’s a buzz of excitement at the Sunshine Coast Botanical
Garden where two new hives now house around 5,000
bees for educational and practical purposes. The bees will
help the garden grow and the hives will be used for public
demonstrations and educational talks highlighting the honey
bee’s importance in the ecosystem.
Pollinators like bees are responsible for helping produce about
75 per cent of the food we eat, according to statistics from the
David Suzuki Foundation. Without pollinators, much of the
food we love would be lost. The Sunshine Coast Botanical
Garden Society is happy to be housing the important insects.
“It’s a great benefit to showing how plants and animals interact
and the importance of pollinators to growing food, but also
pollinators in nature have such a vital role and this is the one
and learn about them. [Bees] are in major crisis right now,”
said association president Heather Freeman. She explained
that last year mortality rates among bees on the Coast was
acceptable, but the year before 90 per cent of the local honey
bee population died off. The massive loss is a phenomenon
dubbed colony collapse disorder and it has been noticed
sporadically in western honey bee colonies in North America
since 2006.
Habitat loss, pesticide use, environmental changes and mites
are among the causes pointed to for the phenomenon. “For us
as a bee club, it’s important that we’re bringing awareness to
the education of bees,” Freeman said.
If you would like to visit the new bee yard, you can view it
during the botanical garden’s regular hours from 10 a.m. to 4
we know best, the honey bees,” said society president Paddy
Wales. “So it’s an example of how we can care for other
beneficial insects and think of the insects not necessarily as
pests — that by and large they are part of a good life, not
something to be dispatched.”
The two new hives were recently set up by the Sunshine Coast
Beekeepers’ Association through a partnership that’s proving
beneficial for both the association and the botanical garden.
“People don’t realize how important bees are, so this is a
demonstration site so more and more people can come and see

p.m. every day of the week this summer. While guided tours
will take you past the site, a look inside the hives will have to
wait until members of the beekeepers’ association are on hand.
Dates and times for those demonstrations will be posted on the
botanical garden website at www.coastbotanicalgarden.org.
The bee yard is protected by an electric fence to keep bears
away from the honey that will be produced in the future. The
area is clearly marked with yellow tape and there is a viewing
area behind glass for those who don’t want to get too close.
The Sunshine Coast Botanical Garden is at 5941 Mason Road
in West Sechelt. ❀
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Food for Thought!
What is a Locally Adapted Honey Bee?
by Garret Wilkinson
I have read articles and listened to
lectures from knowledgeable people
(BC Provincial Apiculturist Paul vanWestendorp, Professor Thomas Seeley,
and beekeeper Michael Bush) describing
the importance of having locally adapted
bees, but what does that mean? Where
can you even find locally adapted bees?
When I first entered the honey bee world
the term locally adapted had never even
crossed my mind, and like most newbies,
I just wanted some bees. It wasn’t until
later when I started to look around for
local bees, that I realized I may not be
able to find a locally adapted bee for the
Lower Mainland of B.C.
Every year we see pallets of imported
queen right packages from New Zealand
and queens from Hawaii arrive in early
spring, to be distributed throughout the
province. These bees certainly have not
had the chance to adapt, and we can assume that they in some way will add to
the gene pool. The Hawaiian Queens are
far from adapted coming from a tropical
climate for the production of out of season nucs and requeening of hives. Sta-
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tistics from our Government of BC Apiculture site: in 2009 in the Fraser Valley
there numbered 22,250 registered colonies with 16,802 imported queens, and
2008 shows 17,521 registered colonies
with 16,802 imported queens. In these
numbers, it’s hard to see where a local
population of bees fits in. It also makes
me wonder about the relatedness of the
imported queens, in that they may funnel back to just a few breeder queens,
limiting genetic diversity. We also have
bees moving through different regions
of the province, and in some cases coming in from outside the province. It is a
guarantee that these colonies will have a
supply of drones adding to the mix for
the breeding season. Past experience has
told us this is also a good way for the
introduction and transfer of pests and
pathogens.
Considering this information, it becomes difficult to imagine just how the
bees can truly become locally adapted
without being isolated from it all. I hear
that I can get local bees from up country
but can they be considered local when
moved outside their region? It doesn’t
seem that they would be if you con-

sider the climatic differences from here
to there. How could my few colonies of
bees possibly adapt to suit the local climatic conditions, let alone be called local? In my view it doesn’t seem likely. I
only use queens that are produced by my
colonies and I suppose that there is some
adaptation going on there, at least on the
queen’s side, but that is only half of the
equation, which gets watered down in a
hurry if my area cannot supply drones
that are from locally adapted colonies.
When looking at reasons why I
would want locally adapted bees, there
are many. Winter survivability, proper
hoarding instinct and reduction of brood
rearing at the appropriate time are a few
good traits. A little mite tolerance would
also be nice. None of these are unreasonable expectations. After all, fossil
records show these little creatures have
been adapting for well over 40 million
years.
There have been some major changes
in the honey bee’s world in the last 150
years. Current beekeeping practices
have been pushed toward a highly intensified system for maximum returns,
which could be outside the bees' natural
ecological boundaries, and when you
add Varroa and pesticides, it’s not a wonder why the bees are having difficulties.
Through breeding, and I’m sure because of the honey bees’ ability to survive, we hear throughout North America
that overall, the tracheal mite is causing
fewer problems than when it first arrived
in 1983, and many beekeepers are reporting that they are keeping bees with
Varroa (introduced in 1987) being less
of an issue. There is also good evidence
that some feral populations are making a
comeback. One feral population of note
is in the Arnot Forest located in New
York State, and is surviving well with
Varroa (Seeley, 2007). This was known
as early as 2002. Outside North America,
in the Prymorsky region of Russia, Apis
mellifera has a tolerant relationship with
the Varroa mite, which appears to have
developed over a fairly short time frame.
Reports indicate that the Varroa mite
likely made the jump from Apis cerana
around the mid 1950’s (Oldroyd, 2006).

In the fall of 1994 a fact-finding mission determined that there
was enough evidence and scientific support to initiate a project
for further research into the relationship (USDA, 1994). Not
that long if we consider adaptation was within forty years, and
possibly even as rapid as a decade. Dr E. H. Erickson from the
Carl Hayden Bee Research Center showed us, in the 90’s, in an
isolated yard, that a treatment-free Varroa tolerant honey bee
was possible in as little as two years.
This brings me to one of the main points of this article:
What is locally adapted? I would define local adaptation as the
evolution, through natural selection, of traits that have high fitness in the environmental conditions specific to a population.
Is this something that we see happening in our province? I’m
sure there are at least a few isolated pockets that have very
little outside influence, and have perhaps adapted for exactly
where they live. It is also important to note that adaptation does
not have a final end point, but rather is an ever oscillating balancing act spanning through future generations.
There is genetic research involving epigenetic inheritance
which has shown that both chemical and environmental toxins can alter DNA methylation patterns, resulting in epigenetic
phenotypes. Depending on the environmental and chemical
toxins involved, this can affect the way genes work and how
they are passed on transgenerationally. As an example, having
a grandmother or grandfather that has been exposed to toxic
chemicals, can translate into disease issues for future generations, such as granddaughters/sons that have not been directly
exposed to the toxin. It is certainly more complicated than I
describe but does show that what the bees experience today can
dictate the future health and well-being of several generations.

We hear of high rates of queen failure and poor performance.
Should this be another area of concern? We must know our
bees well and what they’ve been exposed to.
It would involve isolating populations or at least reducing
the outside influences, such as importation and movement of
bees into and around populations, while supplying a clean environment, quality food and the comfort of a dry home. This
sounds logical but we should look at why we import and move
bees. Some of it has to do with replacing high winter losses, or
for pollination of agricultural crops, while some importing is
for financial gain. Pollination of agricultural crops is one of the
main and most important reasons we keep bees, so this movement we need to live with. High winter mortality is a big issue
that seems to revolve around the Varroa mite, but a portion of
that mortality can be attributed to colonies ill adapted to the
local environment. It seems unreasonable to end importation
of packaged bees, as it is believed that we need them to replace
high winter losses. It starts to look like a loop that repeats itself
annually with no end in sight.
Management practices should also be considered as it is not
about the bee alone having to adapt but rather a co-evolution
with pests such as Varroa. A statement by Professor Thomas
Seeley of Cornell University gives us guidance in this regard:
“Bee biologists worldwide are becoming aware that the
problem of Varroa mite parasitism of honey bees may be
solved through selection for mite avirulence, not just bee resistance. Beekeepers are starting to develop methods for favoring
vertical (parent to offspring) rather than horizontal (between
unrelated hosts) transmission of mites between colonies. The
study of the feral honey bees in the Arnot Forest has clarified

Is Your Honey Pure?
Werner Gysi has kept bees for over 30
years applying a holistic approach, using
timed management instead of chemicals,
antibiotics, treatments, etc.

For more information look for
Werner Gysi's book:

Round comb section
equipment and
Sundance pollen traps.
Contact your dealer for supplies.

Ross Rounds, Inc.
PO Box 11583 • Albany NY 12211-0583
T: 1-518-370-4989 • F: 1-518-381-6370
www.rossrounds.com

Harmonic Farming:
Bees
at www.goolymooly.com
Available at independent bookstores,
Chapters, Indigo and Coles

Beekeeping Supplies,
Equipment & Glassware
Larry & Marilyn Lindahl
6456 Cowichan Lake Road
PO Box 1491 - Lake Cowichan BC V0R 2G0
250-749-3800
www.thebeestore.com
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the importance of keeping bees in ways
that favor the evolution of mite avirulence.”
If local adaptation is a goal, it makes
sense that we start using only locally
produced BC queens when they are naturally available, and to reduce the amount
of outside influences. In some communities it has become a common goal. The
Thunder Bay Beekeepers Association
in Ontario has demonstrated what can
be accomplished with teamwork and
how they’ve remained mite-free. That’s
right!! Mite-free with a locally adapted population of bee! There is power
in numbers and we can see this in the
backyard/urban beekeepers as there are
many. Having goals that are not necessarily money driven and being outside of
commercial pollination zones there is no
reason to believe that the focus couldn’t
favor bee production rather than honey.
This doesn’t need to be a complicated
matter and could be accomplished as easily as taking advantage of the bee’s basic
desire to reproduce, as queens reared by
colonies preparing to swarm are properly
nourished and result in good queens. Individuals that have overwintered a couple of colonies can easily increase them,
by use of queen cells; there is then the
potential to distribute extra cells to locals
who are in need. Local bee clubs are pivotal, as that is where the flow of information and networking takes place - so be
part of a local club!
One of the reasons I wrote this article
had to do with my last purchase of locally produced nucs three years ago, from
a BC producer, which I assumed would
have locally produced queens - only to
find that the queens were imported from
Hawaii. This was disappointing but I
can’t say that it was a surprise, even
though the time of year could have easily
supplied locally mated queens. Imported
queens are easy to get and cheap which
makes economical sense at a commercial
level. The BCHPA is doing some great
work with the queen rearing workshops
they put on to help beekeepers to produce their own queens whether it is for
small or large scale.
It is also very important to note that
there are several BC Bee Breeders who
have been working for many years to develop honey bees that are adapted to the
various climatic conditions in BC; their
work is valuable and has benefited BC
beekeepers to a great degree. Recognizing their work and the potential to learn
from them will be an important part of
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the future of beekeeping in BC.
The crux of my article is the idea to
develop and maintain a localized population of honey bee, and the possibilities
that could come from it - not necessarily
to develop VSH bees. It’s really geared
toward the urban beekeepers that only
have a couple of hives, and what they can
do as a group to make a difference.
Whether or not there are attempts to
organize at the club level, development
of a locally adapted population of honey
bee for your particular climatic zone is a
goal we should all be moving towards.
My own club, the Richmond Beekeepers
Association, is in the beginning stages
of organizing a drone yard of selected
colonies which will allow club members
a place to mate their locally produced
virgin queens. The drone colonies must

meet a specific criteria that will allow
them to participate in the drone yard
project. In the long run our hope is to encourage club and non members that are
within a designated zone in the Greater
Vancouver area to rely on locally produced queens and bees rather than imports. What we hope to gain from this
is a local population of bee that is well
adapted for our specific area allowing
anyone in the designated boundaries to
feel confident that they can produce local
bees in their own back yard.
I’m not saying that this is a complete

answer, but only a small idea that could
roll over to bigger ones, resulting in a
honey bee to work within our respective
zones. Isn’t it time to take a step back,
make a few changes and put a little trust
in the bees - by helping them help themselves, and allowing them to work with
their evolutionary tools in a more conducive environment? This would stamp our
bee as truly BC bred!
References
Honey bees of the Arnot Forest: a
population of feral colonies persisting
with Varroa destructor in the northeastern United States, by Thomas D.
Seeley.
www.apidologie.org/index.
php?option=com_article&access=stan
dard&Itemid=129&url=/articles/apido/
abs/2007/01/m6063/m6063.html

Coevolution while you wait: Varroa
jacobsoni, a parasite of western honeybees by Benjamin P. Oldroyd
www.culturaapicola.com.ar/apuntes/
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USDA Agricultural Research Service
Honey Bee Breeding, Genetics, and
Physiology Research
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Background on the Saskatraz Project
by Ian Bissonnette
As most of us know it is not very easy to get a hold of early
queens in BC. Getting early queens with Canadian genetics
is important. If these queens were also extensively tested for
honey production, wintering ability and Varroa and tracheal
mite resistance, that would be valuable stock indeed. Among
others working towards these goals, beekeepers working on
the Saskatraz Project have come close to accomplishing this,
by offering hybrid production queens beginning in 2012.
Led by Albert J. Robertson of Meadow Ridge Enterprises
in Saskatoon, who is collaborating with two queen breeders in
Orland, California, these queens will be available from midMay through July. Six Saskatraz breeding lines have been
established in California which will be mated to Californian
drones (Carniolan and mixed Italian incorporated with VSH
lines). This means that you are getting 100% pure Canadian
virgins that produce 100% Canadian drones, but which have
semen from Californian drones; the supposition is that there
will some increased vigor because the lines are not closely related. There are clear advantages to this arrangement. You are
getting at least half Canadian genetics, which seems to make
more sense then getting queens adapted to warmer regions.
You could be getting them at an early date, in time to make
splits for increases, or for nuc sales. The pure drones produced
are more likely to advance any breeding efforts you or your

neighbours are attempting, instead of introducing drones from
warmer climates. There is the possibility to recreate pure Saskatraz lines by mating Saskatraz breeders (also available) to
these hybrids. These lines have been studied a great deal and
all beekeepers should be thankful for the efforts made to produce them and that they are available to the public. Proceeds
from sales are reinvested into the Saskatraz Project.
Many of us are keen to see queens produced locally, which
are adapted to BC’s varying climates and ecosystems, and
some of us are struggling in that direction. However, there are
beekeepers that are apprehensive about not ordering queens
from their usual sources, sometimes ordering twice as many
as needed in order to keep their names on the list in case they
need more for the next season. There are rumours that queen
producers in the continental States and Hawaii can’t keep up
with the demand for queens, and small hive beetles and mites
are doing damage in Hawaii. Clearly we need to rethink how
we acquire queens. There is also no question that queens produced earlier than what is possible in Canada can be a great
advantage in rebuilding apiaries or selling nucs. So, although
these hybrid queens might not be the perfect solution, they are
a step in that direction.
For more information visit www.saskatraz.com. Go to
Availability to see information about their hybrids, and you can
also find information about their extensive studies. ❀

Honor Your Fellow Beekeepers!

BCHPA Certified Producer Program

The Fred Rathje Memorial Award is presented to
a Canadian beekeeper who has demonstrated
effective leadership in making a significant
contribution to the improvement of beekeeping.
This award is in honour of Fred Rathje who was
the Canadian Honey Council Secretary from 1975
to 1982, and was well known for his enthusiasm
and love of anything pertaining to honey.
The Willy Baumgartner Memorial Award is
bestowed to a member of the beekeeping
community who may not be a beekeeper but,
has made an outstanding contribution to support
Canadian beekeeping. Willy promoted integrated
management approaches to beekeeping and his
business, Medivet Pharmaceuticals donated tens
of thousands of dollars to research – all without
any expectations or restrictions.
Send nominations to:
Canadian Honey Council
#36 High Vale Cres.
Sherwood Park, AB
T8A 5J7
Nomination deadline – September 30, 2012

The Certified Producer program is designed to assist
BCHPA members sell their products by providing
special labeling that customers will come to recognize
as representing high quality honey, exclusively
produced by local beekeepers.
Certified Producer:
Registered
Producers Only:
Labels can now
be purchased
separately
$0.02 each
for the lid seal
and $0.02
each for the
100% BC hex label
or $0.03 for both.
All labels are in rolls of 2,000.
Lid seals are now individually numbered for lot tracking.
You can apply to the program
by downloading the application form from the
BCHPA website: www.bcbeekeepers.com
Or contact: Judy Campbell
2595 Lefeuvre Road, Abbotsford, BC V4X 1L5
Email: jwcampbell@telus.net
Tel: 604-856-2125
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British Columbia Bee Breeders Association
ASHCROFT HONEY
Joe & Marguerite Lomond
250-373-2540
marglomond@gmail.com
QN
BARRY BEADMAN
barry&diane@telus.net
Oliver
250-498-3153
QN
BARRY’S BEES
North Pender Island
Barry Denluck
bees@dencor.ca
Victoria
250-598-1159
QNP

NEIDIG APIARIES
Wayne Neidig
Delta
wayneneidig@hotmail.com
604-591-1385
Q

GOLDEN EARS APIARIES
Jean-Marc LeDorze
Mission
jmcshipley@shaw.ca
604-820-6924
QNCP

ROD JO MOODY APIARIES
Rodney & Jo Moody
Cowichan Bay
rodjo@telus.net
250-743-1939
Q

HEATHER HIGO
Langley
heather.higo@gmail.com
604-532-6904
QN

SILVER STAR APIARIES
Richard Springborn
Vernon
rspringborn@telus.net
250-379-2567
N

BEE HAVEN FARM
Steve & Gail Mitchell
Duncan
beehaven@shaw.ca
250-746-9916
QNP

HONEYBEE CENTRE
John Gibeau
Surrey
info@honeybeecentre.com
604-575-2337
QP

BEES ‘N’ GLASS
Larry & Marilyn Lindahl
Lake Cowichan
lindahls@shaw.ca
250-749-3800
JZ's BZ's Queen Rearing Supplies

JINGLEPOT APIARIES
Sol Nowitz
Nanaimo
jinglepotapiaries@telus.net
250-753-9619
QNP

BRENDA'S BEES
Brenda Jager
Gabriola Island
bzbees@telus.net
250-755-5834
QC

JOHN GATES
Armstrong
johngates@telus.net
250-546-6212
QNC

CAMPBELL'S GOLD HONEY FARM
AND MEADERY
Mike and Judy Campbell
Abbotsford
www.bchoney.com
mikecampbell@bchoney.com
604-856-2125
N
FLOWER POWER APIARIES
Michael McLennan
Grand Forks
250-442-2933
NPB

• B = Bulk Bees
• Q=Queens
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FLYING DUTCHMAN
Stan & Cheryl Reist
Nanaimo
flydutch@telus.net
250-390-2313
QNP
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KAYE'S BEES APIARY
Bob Chisholm
Kelowna
www.brainybee.ca
bobnkaye@shaw.ca
250-762-2203
QN
KETTLE VALLEY QUEENS
Elizabeth Huxter
Grand Forks
lizandterry@gmail.com
250-442-5204
QN

• P = Packages
• C = Queen Cells

SIMILKAMEEN APIARIES
Blair & Cheryl Tarves
Cawston
250-499-2555
QN
SWEETACRE APIARIES
Bill Stagg
Tappen
billstagg.honeysweet@gmail.com
www.sweetacreapiaries.ca
250-803-5201
QN
TUGWELL CREEK HONEY FARM &
MEADERY
Bob Liptrot
Sooke
info@tugwellcreekfarm.com
250-642-1956
QN
VAN ISLE APIARIES
AND BEE PRODUCTS
Grant Stringer
Saanichton
250-652-9834
vanisleapiaries@shaw.ca
QNB

• N = Nucs
• S = Shook Swarm
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Clips from the Past

!"

While sorting material given to me by John Corner's
family I came across a small but rather attractive booklet (17 pages) written in the form of a poem by V.K. Soharev of the West Kootenays. He must have been an interesting person and in W.H. Turnbull's book "100 Years
of Beekeeping in British Columbia", he is mentioned
as having earned a Beemaster's certificate "by examination". Turnbull makes a distinction between that and
those granted on the recommendation of the Provincial
Apiarist. A copy of the exam from those days is in the
Archives and Mr. Soharev likely took it in the 1940's. It
is very extensive, and I would judge rather challenging
in that one prepared for it on one's own as it predated the
Beemaster's Course that was initiated in 1955.

In Mr. Soharev's "The Dream of a Beekeeper",
published in 1953, he imagines he has fallen
asleep near his bee yard and is visited by a
worker bee who tells him all about the working of her colony. I found it a rather imaginative
way of writing about the fundamentals of honey
bee biology. Reproduced here are the Cover, the
Title Page with a photo of the author, and the
first page of the booklet.
~ Dr. John Boone
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Honey
Equipment
Bees

Herb Isaac Sales Ltd.
✧ New & Used beekeeping equipment
✧ Honey
✧ Ezyloaders (Beekeeper Model 300 now available)
Ph: 204 662 4401 Fax: 204 662 4547
Come visit us on the web: www.herbee.com

!"

Hardie Honey
PACKAGE BEES • HONEY • WAX • BULK BEES • QUEENS
4035 Robson Road, Duncan BC V9L 6G7
BLAINE & JAN
DUAINE 250-748-8471
PH/FAX 250-746-4389
hardiehoney@shaw.ca

Saskatraz Hybrid/Breeding Stock
Selected for honey production, wintering ability,
as well as varroa and tracheal mite tolerance.

Stock Availability May to July:
Saskatraz Hybrids available $28 to $32 per queen
Queen cells from selected and tested colony phenotypes
$20 per cell with 5% extra cells
Breeder queens from selected colonies $300 per queen
Breeder queens from selected colonies tested for pathogens $500 per queen
Meadow Ridge Enterprises LTD.

a.j.robertson@sasktel.net Ph (306)-373-9140 cell 270-6627

Calendar…
September 29
Langley Fall Educational Symposium
Please see details in this issue.
October 4 - 7
Western Apicultural Society
Annual WAS Conference
Seattle, Washington, USA
At the Embassy Suites, Seattle, Washington.
http://ucanr.org/sites/was2/
November 8 - 10, 2012
BCHPA AGM, Conference and Trade Show
See back page for further details.
November 16 – 18
Apimondia Symposium 2012
Québec City
Breeding healthy bees for tomorrow.
Held for the first time in Québec city, Apimondia Symposium 2012 is an international event who will allow you to
update your knowledge on honey bee queen breeding and
pathology. The program presents several world class speakers, an exhibit hall full of the latest and greatest innovations
in beekeeping, a choice of workshops and a thematic dinner
with a Québec taste.
http://www.craaq.qc.ca/le-calendrier-agricole/apimondiasymposium-2012/e/1205

Van and
Isle
Apiaries
Bee Products
NUCS • QUEENS
PACKAGES
Grant Stringer
email: vanisleapiaries@shaw.ca
Tel 250-652-9834 Fax 250-665-6121
8183 Alec Rd, Saanichton, BC V8M 1S3

supplies &
education

Serving Vancouver and the lower mainland
We offer: Arataki Packages, Nucs, tools,
clothing, frames, educational courses
and so much more!!
Pick-up locations:
Abbotsford, Burnaby, Richmond,
Tsawwassen, Vancouver and Whistler
www.urbanbeesupplies.ca
info@urbanbeesupplies.ca
778-990-2176

We Ship
Everywhere!
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Learning Better Beekeeping in the Shuswap
by Bill Stagg
On June 9th and 10th at our farm, Sweetacre Apiaries, we were
once again privileged to host a John Gates Queen Rearing Course.
John has been rearing queen bees for almost 40 years and for many
of those he was the the Apicultural Specialist for our province serving
with John Corner, Doug McCutcheon and Paul VanWestendorp. John
was instrumental in the development of local BC stock in the 1980s.
John also gained much experience and knowledge beyond our borders
working with Harry Laidlaw, Steve Tabor, and many more. The course
did have a commercial focus, but understanding the biology of queen
rearing and the importance of ‘doing it right’ is necessary for raising
10 or 10, 000 queens.

John making sure my bees are up for the task on
Friday.

Teaching and sharing on Saturday in our classroom/
honeyhouse.
The day before the course started, work started for
both John and I. I had previously brought 12 colonies
to our farm in preparation for the course. On Friday,
John and I worked the colonies and marked frames for
grafting and installed Cloake Boards. For a couple of
years I thought I knew what Cloake Boards were. I
mean, Klingons in Star Trek cloaked their ship to turn
invisible. Well - that is kind of what a Cloake Board
does! But I was quite wrong. Cloake Boards actually
were named after the gentleman who came up with the
idea, Harry Cloake, and are used to facilitate queen
rearing. The Cloake Board, or floor without a floor,
consists of a queen excluder mounted to a wooden
frame. The wooden frame contains a slot which
allows a “temporary” floor to be inserted. (Check out
honeybeesuite.com for a good, detailed explanation of
how and why they work). Another thing John and I did
on the Friday was set up a tent over top of a few of
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Tents and umbrellas for Saturday. Rubber boot beekeeping!

Listening intently as John works a mating nuc.
the colonies, suspecting that the weather
may not be the most cooperative for the
days to come.
When Saturday rolled around we
first realized setting up the tent was only
half the job. We didn’t peg it down and
needed to go almost to our neighbors yard
to reclaim a tent that now shows a few
battle scars! Our students represented
many parts of the province and even
some that attended came from outside
of it. Saturday morning was filled with
basic queen rearing concepts and queen
biology. (Photo 2 in here somewhere)
John is a natural teacher and was able to
articulate very clearly, to both students
with 3 years experience right through to
30 years of beekeeping. In the afternoon
everybody was able to graft with oneon-one help. While John was helping
individuals grafting, I stayed outside
placing grafts in starters and sending
grafting brood inside the honey house,
making sure that everything coming
out and going into the hives was being
tracked and organized.
After the first full day of queen
rearing the fun didn’t stop. We hosted

a potluck that evening and had several
people take turns on our old BBQ. Like
most pot-lucks there was no shortage of
food and my personal favorite was the
2 “party pigs” with Crannog Ales, their
infamous stout and potato ale. I do think
that the conversations that go on around
the teaching are nearly important as the
course itself. These are times that create
memories and build relationships within
the industry. Good Times.

On Sunday John re-iterated much of
Saturday hoping that through repetition
we would be able to cement these
practices in our brain. (Photo 6) Stock
Selection was discussed and also time
was given to talk about mating nucs,
queen and queen cell handling and
shipping. We all got to look at John’s
‘Calendar- Forever’ and came away
knowing the absolute importance of
timing and scheduling. The highlight of
the day was going back into the colonies
and seeing how everyone did with their
first graft. Success was good overall, and
one day I am sure we will hear about
a confident, quality queen rearer who
performed their first graft on our farm.

Class of 2012!
It is an honor for me to have worked
with John for the years I did as a
beeginner myself. This was actually
the 4th time I have been involved
with this course and each time I pick
something up myself and appreciate
John’s knowledge, and his ability to
communicate with beekeepers. After the
course I handed out an evaluation form
and these were some of the comments
that were received. “The thing I liked
most was the instructor’s knowledge and
clarity.” “Best course I’ve had, and I’ve
had some very good courses.” “Thanks
for all the detail about managing
colonies. I learned as much about that as
about Q rearing.”
Well who knows what next year
will bring, but with the lure of Crannog
Ales maybe we can bring John back
again! Check out our website www.
sweetacreapiaries.ca; from there you
can see what else we are doing, and our
facebook page contains more pictures of
the course. ❀

Queen cells on Sunday, a day after graft.
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Proposed Resolution to Change the Bylaws
Resolution Moved by Pauline Thompson, Seconded by Eric
Stromgren
The attached resolution proposes to change the bylaws of the
BCHPA to facilitate the following improvements to governance:
• It allows for an increase in elected Directors from the current
6 up to a maximum of 12 Directors to be elected to the Central Executive or Board. This would mean that there are more
Directors available to assist in the numerous projects, and they
would have opportunities to become familiar with the issues
before taking on positions as Officers.
• It proposes that individuals can be elected to three consecutive two-year terms up from a maximum of two. This allows
for better continuity, time for new directors to learn about the
role of the board and move into Officer positions.
• It changes the way the Officers are elected. It eliminates
election of the Officer Positions (President, First and Second
VP, Treasurer, Secretary and CHC Rep) by the general membership and replaces it with election of a group of individuals
who would like to serve on the board. On many occasions
good, willing candidates are denied the opportunity to serve
on the board when they compete for individually elected positions.
• The elected Directors would meet immediately after the
AGM and elect the new Officers, from amongst the group of
Directors elected to the Board. This permits individuals to
become serving members of the board without having to step
into a particular position that they may know little about. It
allows the elected Directors to select from among the elected
group, the best individuals for each Officer position. The
President would have the support of the elected Board.
• Election of Officers from within the elected group of Board
members presents the opportunity for greater continuity,
training for replacements for positions such as treasurer and
secretary and permits a plan for succession of leadership to be
developed.
• More members may stand for election to the board if they
have an opportunity to participate and learn the ropes first.
The small existing board would benefit from having a greater
number of Directors at large who could share the workload.
• These changes would eliminate the need to attempt to elect
certain positions in either odd or even years.
Proposed Changes to the Bylaws
1.5 CHANGE
“The Central Executive” or “Board” means the duly elected
or appointed representatives directors who form the governing and policy-making body of The British Columbia Honey
Producers’ Association.
1.9 NEW
“Directors” means the directors of the Society elected or
appointed pursuant to the Society Act or these bylaws and
“Director” means any one of the Directors.
17. Election of Directors
17.1 - 17.3 DELETE and REPLACE
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17.1 NEW
Elections shall take place annually. The term of all Directors
shall be two years expiring at the second annual general meeting of the Association after their election.
17.2
A Director may be re-elected. However, unless otherwise
approved by Special Resolution, a person may not serve as a
Director for more than three consecutive terms. For the purpose of this bylaw, terms will be considered to be consecutive
unless a period of at least two years has elapsed between them
when the person was not a Director.
17.3
An individual shall cease to be a Director:
• by delivering his or her resignation in writing to the Secretary of the Association
• by mailing or delivering it to the address of the Association
• on his or her death
• on his or her ceasing to be a member
• on being removed by Special Resolution or
• on being absent from 3 consecutive meetings of the Board
without permission from the Board.
17.4
The Board may appoint a Member as a Director to fill a
vacancy in the Directors. A Director so appointed holds office
until the next annual meeting.
17.5
An election by the Board or at a general meeting may be by
acclamation; otherwise it shall be by ballot.
17.6
Except as otherwise determined by Special Resolution, the
number of Directors shall be no less than six and no greater
than twelve.
New Section
18 Election and Duties of Officers
18.1
The Officers of the Association shall be the President, First
Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer who shall be elected
by the Board from the members of the Board at the first Board
meeting immediately following an annual general meeting for
a term ending at the time of the first meeting following the
next annual general meeting, together with any other officers
who may be elected by the Board at such time or from time to
time from among members of the Board.
18.2
Should any Officer position become vacant due to resignation,
removal, death or other reason prior to the expiry of the term
of that position, the Board must as soon as possible elect a
Director to fill the vacant position.
18.3
A Director may be removed as an Officer by a resolution
passed at a meeting of the Board by a majority of not less than
75% of the Directors present.
Numbering - Section 18 becomes 19 and 19 becomes 20.

One More Secret - Revealed!
There's a jewel of a café, right on the water in Prince Rupert,
that is fetching some well deserved attention from locals and
tourists alike. The Cow Bay Café, situated right on a dock in
Cow Bay with great views of the ocean, is owned and operated
by Adrienne Johnston. Adrienne prepares and serves fresh,
homemade meals and desserts, using local ingredients wherever possible; visitors often rave about the perfectly cooked
Skeena River salmon. Adrienne says that she can't help bragging about the varieties of local northwest fish that are available.

but I was after something different, and
Adrienne was kind
enough to share one
more secret with us.
She makes the recipe by intuition and
hadn't written any
of it down, but took
some time out of a
busy restaurateur's
schedule to work it
out. Below is her
recipe for sourdough
bread with honey and
walnuts; she asks that we respect her copyright as it is destined
to end up in her next cookbook. Please do not copy or disseminate, but do try to make it yourselves!

Walnut and Honey Slow Rise Bread

Adrienne was born in India and immigrated to Canada in
1971. She had the idea of a restaurant in her mind since she
was about 11 years old - since being a young child she would
dream about amazing meals and about someday cooking them
for others. She came to Prince Rupert in 1976. Adrienne was
a nurse back then, and worked in the local hospital and taught
prenatal classes in the community for many years. Four children put an end to nursing, and she became a librarian for the
next 10 years. During those summers as a librarian she began
working at the café, helping with the cooking. Her dream of
owning her own restaurant came to pass in 1996 - she has
owned the café since then.
Adrienne learned an appreciation for fresh ingredients
while growing up in India, where they visited the New Market
in Calcutta. This market was a good distance away from home,
so they would leave early in the morning to shop, and then be
back home in time for her dad to make breakfast for the family.
She remembers how the produce section would smell of whatever was in season; the smell of mangoes in late summer, the
smell of mushrooms harvested after the rains.
Many of these kinds of stories are shared in Adrienne's new
cookbook, 'No More Secrets - Recipes from Cow Bay Café.'
It is a lovely book, full of interesting recipes, wonderful flavours and charming anecdotes from her childhood, and is being picked up by many people across the northwest and central
interior. Reading just a few of her favorite meals and memories
gives you a sense of her love and appreciation of simple ingredients, used in simple ways. When I asked her what her own
favourite use for honey is, she said it is "on a spoon and in
my mouth." There are a few recipes using honey in her book,

Ingredients:
4 cups fairly warm water
1/8th cup honey
1 ½ cups sour sough starter
2 ½ cups whole wheat flour
6 cups white flour +3/4 cup white flour (for the final kneading)
2 T fine sea salt
1 ¼ cup chopped walnut pieces
Method:
For the sourdough starter I have grown my own using the
method from Nancy Silverton’s La Brea Breads book. It takes
a few weeks to make your starter, unless you have a friend who
will share with you. Once started and kept going it is a gem to
bake with. You also need to be able to have space in your fridge
to store the dough. Nothing develops the flavour of bread like
time does. There is no substitute for that.
In a large bowl combine the warm water and the sourdough

starter. Mix well to combine. Add the whole wheat flour and
the white flour and mix well, until it is a shaggy dough. Cover
with an oiled plastic wrap and let sit for 20 minutes. Spread the
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remaining ¾ cup flour on the kneading surface, tip the dough
out on top of the flour and sprinkle the salt on a little at a time,
kneading while you add the salt. You might need a bit more
flour. The dough will tighten up quite dramatically as you add
the salt. Continue to knead until the dough is smooth and well
integrated. Place the lump of dough in front of you, cross your
hands and push apart to spread the dough flatter. Add some of
the walnuts and knead some more. Repeat this until all of the
walnuts are added, and the dough is well kneaded. About 20
minutes of kneading should do the trick. Oil the dough well,
place in a large clean bowl and refrigerate for 24 hours.
The next day remove the dough from the fridge and chop off
two 28 ounce lumps of dough, and return the rest to the fridge.
Yes, I weigh the lumps of dough so that they will bake evenly at
the end. Or if you wish to make 4 loaves divide the dough into

four. Coax and shape the lumps into smooth balls and cover
with plastic. Let them come to room temperature and rise to
about double in bulk. Shape into oval loaves, making sure to
pinch all the seams closed. Place on parchment-lined cookie
sheets, seam side down, cover with plastic and let rise again till
about double in bulk. Preheat the oven to 350 degrees F.
When the loaves are risen, using a sharp knife slash the tops
diagonally, or as your signature dictates, and bake in the centre
of the oven for 50 – 55 minutes. If baking more than two loaves
place two on the middle shelf and two on the bottom shelf,
set the timer for 27 minutes and switch them top to bottom at
this point so that they bake evenly. Let cool completely before
cutting. The walnuts stain the dough a purplish colour….quite
harmless and very dramatic looking. ❀

Vancouver Based Charity
Continues to Make Progress in Liberia
by Kent Bubbs Jr.
Social enterprise is making a major impact in developing
countries. As you may have read in a previous issue of BeesCene, Universal Outreach in partnership with the West Africa
Initiative (WAI) has created a beekeeping social enterprise in
Liberia, West Africa.
I’m pleased to announce that we have collectively created a
social enterprise called Liberia Pure Honey. Liberia Pure Honey is playing a critical role in the supply chain by guaranteeing
farmers a buyer for their honey. The role of Liberia Pure Honey
is to buy, process, package, market, sell and distribute the honey bought at fair market value from the farmers. This is filling
a critical role in the supply chain that was missing in the past.
It is important to note that any profit from Liberia Pure Honey
will be going directly back to the farmer training programs,
fulfilling the criteria for a true social enterprise.
We are also pleased to inform you that Ezekiel Freeman WAI Country Director, has received an award from the United Nations called the Equatorial Initiative, for his work with
the farmer training programs pertaining to beekeeping. This
is a very significant achievement for Ezekiel and we are very
pleased to be partnering with someone who has the farmer’s
best interest at the focus of their programs.
As we have mentioned in previous articles, we use Kenyan
top bar hives here in Liberia and thanks to our great staff we
have been collecting some very interesting data.
Two of the key pieces of data that we have collected are:
50% colonization rate. This is very significant data and we
are doing what we can to increase this rate but when you are
reliant on nature to colonize your hives then there can be a fair
amount of waiting involved. We don’t use nuc boxes or queen
rearing, for a variety of reasons, so we rely on nature to help
in the colonization process. We do however bait the boxes and
sometimes use a small swarm box to capture the wild bees but
otherwise it’s an all-natural process.
The honey quantities harvested from a hive vary but appear
be in direct relationship to the maturity of the hive. We realized that our initial hope of 3 to 5 gallons of honey from each
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hive was a bit overzealous but we are on track now. In the first
harvest of a hive you can expect about 1 to 2 gallons and in
the second year you may get 2 to 3 gallons. In thhe following
years, farmers can expect more, but it is very dependent on the
hive location. If all the pieces of the puzzle are together then
you may get 3 to 5 gallons out of a hive but this is exceptional.
To date Liberia Pure Honey has put $4,348.00 USD into
the hands of Liberian farmers. This is a very significant added
income to a farmer whose income would only be a dollar a
day or less. The other added benefit is that the money comes
all at once which allows the farmers to buy tools, seeds, hives,
school tuitions, materials for building a house or for repairing
an existing one.
In the coming months, Liberia Pure Honey is looking at setting up a warehouse, training as many communities as we can
afford, and continuing the honey harvest so that Liberia Pure
Honey has more product to sell. It has been and continues to
be a very exciting time in the honey industry of Liberia. If you
have any questions or would like to get involved in some way
then please send an email to kentbubbsjr@gmail.com or visit
our web site at www.universaloutreachfoundation.org

Honey Competition Rules
for the 2012 BCHPA Conference
Attention all beekeepers!
You are invited to submit your Honey Products in the 2012 Best of B.C. Honey Competition.
Prizes will be awarded for overall scores in each category or class for First Place, Second Place and Third
Place. Scores are adapted from the National Scale of Points for Judging Honey.
The prestigious aggregate best honey award, called the Premiere Honey Exhibit Award, will be presented
to the Exhibitor who has the highest aggregate score in 3 categories, having exhibited a minimum of three
distinct honey products! Exhibitors may enter in two or more liquid honey or mead classes, however the
highest score of one class will be considered toward the aggregate best honey award.
Each exhibitor may only enter one item per category.
There is a nominal fee of $1.00 per entry in any category.

Categories include:
Liquid Honey - 4 classes: White, Golden, Amber, Dark
Chunk Honey in Jars
Frame Comb Honey
Mead - 3 classes: Non-carbonated Dry Mead, Noncarbonated Sweet Mead, Melomel (Mead with fruit)
Beeswax
Creamed Honey
Cut Comb Honey
At the banquet, you can taste test the liquid honey
entries and vote for your honey of choice! The
exhibitor with the most votes will win the coveted
“People’s Choice Award” for their honey, and gain
bragging rights.
General Competition Rules:
1. All entries must be those of registered attendees
and submitted to the entry desk no later than 1:00 pm,
Friday November 9, 2012. Once honey is delivered to
the entry desk, participants cannot touch their entries
until the competition is over.
Please see the website www.bcbeekeepers.com for the complete set of rules.
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Regional Reports
West Kootenays
~ Dave Johnson
Probably like most beekeepers in our
area we were very busy in June just
making sure the hives had food to keep
them growing. Of course growing hives
have their own dynamics during the wet
cool days with the need to grow but
not to be fed so much that they want to
swarm when the weather gives the opportunity. So the weather has turned and the large reservoir of
moisture built up in the ground is now turning into flower and
nectar production in the plants the bees feed on. About now
(mid July), the swarming inclination is abating as hives get
down the business of putting honey away. We may have an
extended honey flow this year due to the conditions we have
experienced up until now.
I want to thank Gerry McKee for his correspondence, and for
keeping us up to date on the neonicotinoid developments. I
would also like to repeat that contrary to the sentiments expressed by some that because a compound has not proven to
be harmful we should not remove it from use. The problem
with this thinking, especially in the case of the neonicotinoids,
is that the product was never proven to be safe BEFORE it
was allowed to be used. The approval process is ass backwards
wherein companies bringing products to market do not subject
these products to independent testing, and the Government approving agencies issue “interim permits” for use. This process
is flawed, and there is far too much influence by large corporations with access to Government agencies.
I don’t want to make Gerry’s life any more difficult than necessary, but there are still very strong feelings within the West
Kootenay Division about the lack of access to information
from the Canadian Honey Council. When will the board meeting minutes in their entirety be made available to beekeepers?
North Vancouver Island
~ Larry Lindahl
After many months of cool, rainy
weather, summer has finally arrived.
July is bringing us hot weather and a
great nectar flow. The bees, having been
cooped up a lot this spring, have ended up with crowded conditions, hence
we've experienced a little more swarming than normal.
From the talk at the various bee clubs on the Island, it would
seem that the locally produced bees and queens are faring better than the imports have over the past 3 to 4 years.
As always, looking for that bumper crop!
Cheers, Larry
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Sunshine Coast
~ Allan Cobbin
There is not much need to comment
much about this year's June weather,
as newspapers and TV stations have
reminded us constantly of less than acceptable summer conditions. However,
July to date has proven to be ideal and
our little friends have been very active.
It seems that we will have decent results
after all.
At our April 29th club meeting, a new Executive was chosen and
Heather Freeman was elected as our new President. I provided
a brief summary of our club (ably assisted by Rob Haines' recollections) and of our contact and affiliation with the BCHPA.
I agreed to continue on as the District Regional Representative
and this was accepted by those present. All those present then
viewed our new apiary site. There was considerable discussion
regarding our arrangements with the Sunshine Coast Botanical
Society. At a subsequent special meeting in May, Harry Meier
was unanimously selected as our Steering Liaison Committee
Representative to the Society as he has been greatly involved
to date and indeed provided the hive equipment for our first
two colonies. He was also mainly responsible in contacting the
Botanical Society regarding our club introducing beekeeping
to their site. Rob Haines contributed two nucs for the project at
minimal cost. It should be noted also that Bob Fisher of West
Coast Bee Supplies also contributed equipment. Approval was
given for funds to allow us to continue this project, for the
purchase of nucs and to pay the electrical costs. The Botanical
Gardens' next newsletter will feature an editorial regarding the
progress of the Bee Hive Project.
At our June 11th meeting, there was some discussion re: fund
raising, and Martin Cook (an experienced beekeeper and long
time member) volunteered to provide a workshop for any beginning beekeepers, or those interested in a new hobby (about
$200 was subsequently raised with this project). Martin and
Heather Freeman gave a summary of the latest Bee Master's
Course which they recently attended, and Rob Haines gave an
interesting talk on queens and splits. Both were greatly appreciated, especially by our new members. On July 9th several club
members met with the Botanical Society's board members and
volunteers.
Our Bee Inspector Caroline has been quite active here recently and has been of considerable assistance in monitoring our
colonies and providing her usual sage advice, especially to our
newer members.
Although swarms are endemic at this time of year, we have had
an unusual number in the past six weeks and almost every beekeeper here on the coast has been affected. Several members
had three or four swarms and one reported five! I would suspect
that the inclement weather had more than a little to do with this.
One benefit was that our newest members learned some proven
swarm-catching strategies, and how to hive them properly. This

Club Contacts
BCHPA DIVISIONS
ALBERNI VALLEY HONEY PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION
6219 Lamarque Road, Port Alberni, BC V9Y 8X1
Dave Mikkelson davemikkelson@hotmail.com 250-723-6089
BC BEE BREEDERS ASSOCIATION
3301 Port Washington Road, Pender Island, BC
Barry Denluck
President@BCBeeBreeders.ca 250-900-5159
CENTRAL CARIBOO BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
Box 53, 4583 Ridge Road, Big Lake Ranch, BC V0L 1G0
Sherry Benisch/Ann Carter
anncarter@shaw.ca 250-338-5233
COMOX VALLEY BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
3729 Island Highway, Courtenay, BC V9N 9T4
Jim Hunchuk jwhunchuk@hotmail.com 250-373-2625
EAST KOOTENAY DIVISION BCHPA
4300 Wilks Road, Cranbrook, BC V1C 6S9
Lance Cuthill lcuthill@gmail.com 250-426-6049
KAMLOOPS DIVISION BCHPA
Box 595, Savona, BC V0K 2J0
Ingrid Heeley
iheeley@gmail.com

SMITHERS BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
Box 3504, 2175 Main St., Smithers BC V0J 2N0
Phil Brienesse smithersbeekeepers@gmail.com 250-847-1599
SOUTH FRASER VALLEY DIVISION BCHPA
12894 - 109 Avenue, Surrey, BC, V3T 2M9
Derek Lawrence dlaw52@shaw.ca 604-582-7545
SOUTH OKANAGAN DIVISION BCHPA
RR#2, Oliver, BC V0H 1T0
Ray Levesque cindylevesque@persona.ca 250-498-4025
SQUAMISH DIVISION BCHPA
Box 1069, 2274 Read Crescent, Squamish BC V0N 3G0
Phil Ellis
ph-ellis@shaw.ca
604-898-5337
SUNSHINE COAST DIVISION BCHPA
2137 Lower Road, Roberts Creek, BC V0N 2W4
Allan Cobbin alcobbin@dccnet.com
604-886-7006
TERRACE DIVISION BCHPA
5112 Mills Ave. Terrace BC V8G 1C5
Cynthia Ridler
akasamr@hotmail.com 250-635-9020
WEST KOOTENAY DIVISION BCHPA
3302 Village Road, South Slocan, BC V0G 2G0
Peter Wood annpeterwood@gmail.com
250-359-7107

250-373-2625

MAPLE RIDGE BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
#501-1680 West 4th Avenue, Vancouver, BC V6J 0B7
Raena Dumas info@northfraserbeeclub.com 604-786-5245
NANAIMO DIVISION BCHPA
925 St. David Street, Nanaimo, BC V9S 2H8
Kathleen Silvey www.nanaimobeekeepers.com 250-716-0695
NORTH OKANAGAN DIVISION BCHPA
331 Valley Road, Kelowna, BC V1V 2E5
R.W. Bob Chisholm bobnkaye@shaw.ca 250-762-2203
PEACE BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
BCMAL Office 4th Floor, 1201-103 Ave
Dawson Creek, BC V1G 4J2
Kerry Clark 250-784-2559
POWELL RIVER BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
RR3, C26, Nassichuk Road, Powell River, BC V8A 5C1
Alan Cole 604-487-4181
PRINCE GEORGE BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
Box 725, Prince George, BC V2L 4T3
Walter Steidle beehappy2@lincsat.com 250-960-0360
QUESNEL BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
Lorne Smith gssds@shaw.ca 250-747-2294
SHUSWAP BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
1040 8th Ave., NE, Salmon Arm, BC V1E 4A4
Paul Clark fgpaulclark@gmail.com
250-833-8815

BCHPA AFFILIATED SOCIETIES
CAPITAL REGION BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
Box 43033, Victoria, BC V8X 3G2
Nairn Hollott nairnhollott@shaw.ca
250-744-4019

OTHER BEE- RELATED ORGANIZATIONS
COWICHAN BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
Box 274, Cobblehill, BC V0R 1L0
Mike Pauls micpau@telus.net
RICHMOND BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
Suite #9, 11131-No. 1 Road, Richmond, BC V7E 1S6
Brian Campbell 604-277-9485
blessedbeefarm.1@gmail.com
STUART NECHAKO BEE CLUB
Box 595, Vanderhoof, BC V0J 3A0
Jon Aebischer sweet02@telus.net 250-567-5037
SURREY BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
18060 29A Ave., Surrey, BC V3S 9V2
Horst Leidel ha.leidel@3web.com 604-541-0374
TEXADA ISLAND BEE CLUB
Box 162, Van Anda, Texada Island, BC V0N 3K0
Rhonda Johnston 604-486-0226
VANCOUVER BEEKEEPERS OF BC ASSOCIATION
#407-350 E 2nd Ave, Vancouver, BC V5T 4R8
Bryce Ahlstrom bryceahlstrom@yahoo.ca 604-708-0313

Please contact the editor with any changes: BeesCene@bcbeekeepers.com
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2012 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
BC Honey Producers’ Association
Promoting and Encouraging Beekeeping in British Columbia since 1920
www.bcbeekeepers.com
Membership includes a one-year subscription to both BeesCene and Hivelights quarterly publications. The BCHPA
Liability Insurance Policy is the only one of its kind available in the province. By pooling our membership, we can offer
this comprehensive insurance for a fraction of what it would cost individuals on their own. Members may attend the
business day of the October BCHPA Annual General Meeting and the semi-annual meeting in March without charge
(meals not included). Members benefit from the work of an active volunteer Executive including: Marketing (labels
and brochures), Education (symposiums and website), and ongoing Advocacy (government and media relations). The
BCHPA is a proud member of the Canadian Honey Council, working on our behalf.

New

❏

Renewal

❏

Please check here if renewing with an address change

❏

Name___________________________________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________________________________
City __________________________

Province ___________

Postal Code _______________________

Email ____________________________________________
Phone (

) _____________________

$5 Million
Coverage
for only $55 year!
Beekeepers understand that there’s
strength in numbers. Our Group
Liability Insurance Policy is the best value
you’ll find. If you’re worried about stings, or
bee smokers, or other related beekeeping risks
– this is for you.
Note: coverage runs January 1, 2012 to
December 31, 2012. Effective date of
coverage is based on date application
and payment is received at the
BCHPA office. Insurer will
issue certificates in due
course.

Please make cheques payable to the
British Columbia Honey Producers’
Association or BCHPA:

BCHPA TREASURER
PO Box 1650
Comox, BC, V9M 8A2

Membership dues are based on the number of honey bee colonies you keep.

BCHPA MEMBERSHIP DUES
0 to 25 Hives
$40
26 to 50 Hives
$50
51 to 150 Hives
$60
151 to 300 Hives
$70
301 to 500 Hives
$120
501 to 1000 Hives
$130
Over 1000 Hives
$200
* OPTIONAL $5,000,000 BCHPA
GROUP LIABILITY INSURANCE
** OPTIONAL Additional
$1 million Forest Fire Fighting
Expense Endorsement

# of Hives _________

Includes
BeesCene & Hivelights

ADD ON $55

ADD ON $100

*** OPTIONAL DONATION
BC’s Boone Hodgson Wilkinson Trust Fund
for Honey Bee Research
ADD ON
(tax registered charity, receipts issued)
**** SUBSCRIPTION ONLY
Note: BeesCene is Included
with Your BCHPA Membership
(this is meant for out-of-province)

$50 CAD

TOTAL $

Thank You for Supporting Beekeeping in BC!
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simply proves that "you can't beat hands-on experience!!"
A potluck dinner (an informal social) has been planned for
the end of this month at the Botanical Garden site with everyone encouraged to bring husbands, wives, significant others, as
well as children, friends or anyone else interested in our club
activities.
As a final personal note, I was pleased to step down as President (and as some may have thought, about damn time too!!)
and additionally pleased to note that our Division of the BCHPA is in excellent hands. I will of course stay on as a member
and continue to do a little advising and mentoring. As I have
conceitedly told many new beekeepers over the years: "I won't
do your beekeeping for you but I am as near as the telephone or
computer to help" and I will continue with this.
That's about it from the now Sunny Sunshine Coast except to
note that it was Dale Carnegie who said: "flaming enthusiasm,
backed by horse sense and persistence is the quality that most
frequently makes for success" and this probably applies to Beekeepers too.
Fraser Valley
~ Courtney White
Summer is in full swing after what
felt like a never ending period of rain.
Once July hit we got a blast of sun just
in time for the end of cranberry and
raspberry pollination. Now the bees are
busy, busy, busy with blackberries. The
community has also been busy with bee
friendly events. The Honeybee Centre
held their annual honey bee festival in late July featuring bee
beards and live music. Campbell’s Gold will also provide a free
educational day at their farm in mid August.
In other news, down in the valley we seem to be divided on the
neonicotinoid pesticide issue. Half seem to be against their use
and want them completely restricted, while others think if regulated and applied properly they could be safe. It is a very heated
issue and I think everyone agrees that more research needs to
be done before we can make an educated decision regarding the
health of our bees.
I hope everyone is having a great season so far and happy beekeeping!
East Kootenays
~ Lance Cuthill
Here in the East Kootenays, I would
call this the “Year of the Swarm.” The
prolonged delay of summer weather has
resulted in the bees having little flight
weather, resulting in two major problems: first, with little coming in, the
bees have consumed stores to the point
of starvation. We have fed more sugar
syrup this spring than ever needed in years past. Secondly, the
bees have produced more brood than normal with little forager
die-off. This has resulted in overcrowding (always a precursor to swarming). Suddenly, mother nature has set summer on
us with unusually high temperatures. Even though the honey
flow is well under way with honey supers in place, the bees are
swarming…..go figure. I guess it’s the weird spring. The good

news is, we expect an above average honey crop.
We have a new bee inspector (Axel Krause) out of Castlegar.
Axel and I will be doing some tours and inspection work together in the near future. We won’t likely meet everyone but
certainly plan on visiting as many beekeepers as possible.
Some good news! From beekeeping courses in both the West
and East Kootenays, we now have over 30 new beekeepers.
Particularly exciting was to see the 4-H young people getting
started - such enthusiasm.
Happy Honey Extracting!
Prince George
~ John Phillips
Despite losses over the winter our
spring and early summer weather has
been great for the bees. Initially there
was a lot of rain, then several weeks of
hot weather followed by cooling and
some showers. This created a huge
nectar flow that took over the brood
chamber with honey. The honey frames
also seem to get heavier each year, or are some of us feeling a
chronological indicator?
This year marks the 100th anniversary of the Prince George
Agricultural Exhibition. The Prince George bee club has exhibited in the PG Ex for many years. Our multi-frame glass
display is always a popular attraction and finding the marked
queen is a hit with everyone, especially the children. The public interest in the well- being of bees continues to be strong.
Several of our club members are looking forward to attending
the Kamloops AGM. The education day is always a winner for
beekeepers, regardless of their level of experience. We thank
the organizers for their hard work and the sponsors for their
support. The Coast Kamloops Hotel offers nice accommodation and great food.
We hope all beekeepers take the time to enjoy the peaceful
presence of nature when they are working their bees.
South Vancouver Island
~ Brian Scullion
Hello beekeepers and friends. It’s pretty frightening when we are not even
into August and we're thinking about
wintering down our bees; I’m scared.
South Island club members are now
placing bees in the fireweed, kinda late
this year I think. I was in the clearcut
yesterday about seven clicks up from
China Beach, and the bloom is just starting. Should be a go
for the week of July 22nd, the weather forecast looks great for
the next ten days...famous last words, I know. Anyway, lots of
moisture in the ground, blossoms are plump and ready for bee
action. We can only hope for hot humid weather now, so best of
luck to those in the bush.
Swarms this season have been up from last year, can we credit
the new beekeepers? maybe, maybe not. In my opinion, the
very best way to prevent the girls from getting that feeling is
to pull brood, it works every time, and you get some very fine
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nucs out of it. My son hived the biggest swarm he has ever
encountered, said it was the size of a grown man, weighed in at
over fifty pounds, filled four deeps, and they still boiled on the
outside. That would bee a beauty to get, eh? He said he has
it on video, so I can hardly wait to see it. If it’s worthy, we’ll
post it on youtube.
This could be my last warm and bee-ish letter to our readers
and membership. I have done this for a couple of years now,
and I’m finding zero time to make and keep the commitments
that I have. If the executive tasked me to do a little something
for the membership, I would probably have to decline. I will
not be able to attend the AGM in November, and I missed the
last Semi. Stan has put the word out for someone to take over
as South Island rep. I have enjoyed the time spent and love you
all, but you do need an individual that can commit some time,
visit the island clubs, attend the meetings, and contribute a little
something to making the BCHPA bigger, better and stronger.
Best of luck to everyone for full supers filled by healthy happy
bees.
Peace River
~ Kerry Clark
Day of the Honey Bee. I must admit I
had mixed feelings about simply having
a proclamation made: it didn't seem like
very much action, and maybe of little
effect. However, I had seen a bit of reaction from last year's proclamation, so
I went ahead and had both Fort St. John
and Dawson Creek city councils do the
proclamation. I was impressed by the increased awareness and
communication that resulted: at least one of the councils will
be considering changing a bylaw to allow keeping of bees, and
several people have started beekeeping as a result of the publicity.
An unfortunate situation resulted with one new beekeeper,
however. Enthused with starting to keep a couple of colonies,
a couple purchased a couple of nice healthy nucs, and installed
them in some used equipment (from about 20 years ago) kindly provided by a friend. They contacted me after a couple of
weeks and asked to have a look at how the bees were doing.
I did, and upon opening one of the hives, I caught a wiff of
something I haven't encountered in maybe 10 years. I looked
through all the frames, and among the dark but harmless ones:
just on the outside of the brood nest was a lighter comb with
classic American Foulbrood scales: the dreaded AFB.. There
was no brood in the comb so we removed and destroyed it, but
2 weeks later the colony showed the characteristic dead and
ropey larvae. An unfortunate lesson that used bee combs can
carry these infectious spores.
The other colony nearly 2 months later is doing well and the
couple's enthusiasm remains, but it was a tough lesson for a
first start in beekeeping. The Peace region had a rainy June and
a warm to hot July: so far the
honey prospects look very good: I would expect an average
of at least 150 lb, maybe up to 200 lb. per colony of regular
strength.. Good Luck to all. ❀
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West Coast Bee
Supplies
All Your Basic Beekeeping Needs:
• Apistan Strips
• Fumagilin B
• Menthol Boards
• Hive Boxes

• Formic Acid
• Oxytet 25
• Bee Pro
• CheckMite

• Bee Suits and much more

Bob Fisher
Phone 604-272-1921

Fax 604-272-1928

Email: bluebob@shaw.ca
Store Address:
9351 #6 Road
Richmond, B.C.

Mailing Address:
9311 #6 Road
Richmond, B.C.
V6W 1E5

Need Farm Insurance? We can help.
When it comes to your farm, you need the right coverage
at the right price. We’d like the opportunity to earn
your business with friendly knowledgeable service and
competitive rates. Just give us a call or drop by to see us.

Largest 100% Canadian multi-product insurer.

Home Autoplan Investments Group Business Farm Travel

Orchard Valley Insurance Agencies
Dale Bracken, Agent
Amy Goyns, Assistant
106-3101 Highway 6, Vernon
Insurance@shaw.ca
(250)542-6300 Toll free: 1-888-BUY-COOP (289-2667)

More Resolutions....
1. Motion by E. Huxter, seconded by M. McLennan:
"That the BCHPA be requested to put Lew Truscott's
motion of 13 Nov. 2011 on the agenda of the BCHPA
Annual General Meeting."
2. Motion by Lew Truscott, seconded by Ron McIntyre: "The West Kootenay Division of the BCHPA
does not support the Canadian Honey Council policy
of not allowing the regular membership to attend CHC
meetings and Annual General Meetings. Further, the
BCHPA is to be informed of this motion" . By "regular
membership" in this motion, we intended to mean 'any
paid-up, current member of any provincial beekeepers'
association, which association is also a paid-up, current
member supporting (financially) the Canadian Honey
Council.'
3. Motion by B. Lerch, seconded by V. Swetlishoff:
"That the BCHPA withhold funding from the Canadian
Honey Council until CHC Annual General Meetings
become fully transparent and open to observation by
the regular membership of the CHC."

Notices of Motion to the BCHPA
AGM
1) Relating to bylaw 14.5 “The Treasurer’s
Duties”. I move that the following sentence be
added to 14.5.6 : “Maintain copies of Annual Financial Statements for the purpose of providing
them to the BCHPA Archives at intervals agreed
upon by the Director of Archives at Simon Fraser University.”
2) Relating to bylaw 14.6 “The Secretary’s
Duties”. I move that the following sentence be
added to 14.6.2 : “Maintain sets of minutes from
the Annual General Meeting, the Semi-Annual
meeting, and all Executive meetings for the purpose of providing them to the BCHPA Archives
at intervals agreed upon by the Director of
Archives at Simon Fraser University.”
~ submitted by John A. Boone.
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Innovation in Apiculture

Focusing upon practical, sustainable and innovative
beekeeping and honey production practices.

2012 BCHPA AGM, Conference and Trade Show
November 8, 9 and 10, 2012
Coast Kamloops Hotel and Conference Centre
1250 Rogers Way, Kamloops BC
Wine and Cheese Thursday evening: A
great time to visit and make new friends.
Annual General Meeting Friday :
Get your voice heard on issues facing
beekeepers .
Banquet Friday evening:
Western dress, Silent and Live Auction,
Dance to the Ol’Time Fiddlers
Education Day, Saturday:
8 Lectures and 2 Expert Panel Discussions

Trade Show: Friday and Saturday
Do you have an innovative product you
want to market?
Advertising:
Do you have a product you want to
promote, the Conference Brochure?
Honey Contest:
Look for the guidelines for the contest in
upcoming information.
Tours and Activities for Significant Others
BC Wildlife Park, Ginseng Spa and Bear
Brewery, Canada Canada Games Centre

To make accommodation arrangements call 1 800-663-1144 and quote group
name 'BC Honey Producers' Association'
or 'group code CKH-GFC 527' to get the conference rate, or book online at
http://'www.coastpromos.com/j44.
Excellent rates on a first come first serve basis.
FUNDRAISING: Support the BCHPA education and research initiatives by donating items for the Silent
Auction and Live Auction. Every Donor will be acknowledged in the Conference brochure; Major Donors
will be recognized at the Banquet. To donate, or major list sponsors:
contact Rob Hunter, Fundraising Chair at ramhunter@telus.net or 250-374-5474.
TRADE SHOW: To purchase vendor space and to sell products contact Frank Blom, Trade Show and
Advertising Chair at Frank.Blom@shaw.ca or 1-250-573-2656.
ADVERTISING: Do you have a product that you want to promote in the Conference Brochure?
Contact Frank Blom to advertise or to sponsor.
Early bird Coast Kamloops Hotel reservation (before September 30) draw for a Super Nuc (value $120)
Early bird Full Conference registration draw for a Warre hive (value $200) (before September 30)
We look forward to seeing you at the Conference!
Ed Perszon, Conference Coordinator : ed_perszon@telus.net or 1(250)828-0209.
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